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HOME. 
Joseffy sailed for Europe May 19th. 
It has been discovered that this.-country pays 
000,000 annually for grand 'opera. Yet for all this 
it gets no credit for musical culture. 
W. J. Henderson, the well-known music critic a 
New York Times, has retired from that newspaper) 
has joined the staff of the New York Journal. 
There is a plan pn foot, with William Steinway a| 
chief projector, to establish a second chair at Colu 
College. This is !to be a chair of Musical iELthet 
designed to offer spch instruction as is necessary to 
cultivation of an intelligent appreciation of music 
The St. Nicholas Skating Rink, of which Cornp 
Vanderbilt, John j Jacob Astor, George Gould, 
others .are stockholders, is nearly completed, and 
summer it is to be iiBed ub a mammoth concert hall, 
negotiations are in'progress with Seidl and other n 
conductors of bands. 
The HenscheL song recitals have been great' 
The Et 
possible 
cesses, especially from the art standpoint. 
adviseB its readers to attend all recitals 
high artistic value because of their very great valus 
the formation of taste, and because first-class ar 
furnish an invaluable model fpr the aspiring student 
. During the past musical season some of the 
piano houses have given series of recitals, not 
piano music, but also string and vocal music, 
recitals have been of great value to the niusical 
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and especially so to music students, for the music has 
been of the best, both as to rendition and composition. 
The Music Teachers' Associations, both National and 
State, meet the last of this month and the first of next. 
The wide awake and progressive music teachers find 
them of the greatest help in stimulating their activities, 
and in furnishing new ways of working, which helps to 
lift them out of ruts. Advanced music pupils find them 
helpful, especially their recitals and concerts, and by 
contact and conversation with the noted musicians and 
artists. 
FOREIGN. 
It is with great regret that the musical world learned 
that Mme. Clara! Schumann had had an apoplectic fit. 
Josef HoffmInn will be here next fall, opening the 
season in New York, November 10th, at the Metropolitan 
Opera House. ! . 
Saint Saens, who has not practiced, for two years be¬ 
cause of pressure, of work, has permanently retired from 
the public platform as a pianist. 
EteLka Gerster,-who, since retiring from the stage, 
has been living quietly in Bologna, Italy, is about to 
open a conservatory of music in Berlin. 
Verdi is said to be putting the finishing touches to an 
opera on the subject of Shakespeare’s “Tempest,” in 
which M. Maurel is'to appear as Caliban. 
An hitherto unknown overture by Franz Schubert, 
which iB declared to be authentic by Viennese experts, 
is in the possession of Herr Nicholas Dumha, of Vienna. 
A Mozart Memorial was unveiled by the Emperor 
of Austria. The statue of Mozart is nine feet in height, 
and the base is adorned with two scenes from Don Gio¬ 
vanni. 
A biography of the Norwegian composer, Edvard 
Grieg, is announced at Dresden. It will be based on in¬ 
formation given by the composer and documents furn¬ 
ished by him. 
Paderewski s first two American tours are recorded 
in the annals of music as the most brilliant successes 
ever won in this country by any instrument performer. 
Great as was the Buccess of the first tour in 1891-1892, 
that of the second, in 1893-1894, was even more re¬ 
markable, the gross receipts of seventy concerts being 
stated as about $180,000, and Paderewski’s net gains in 
proportion to the number of concerts given about eight 
times aB much as Rubinstein received for two hundred 
and fifteen concerts in 1872. 
Teresa Carreno, who lately renewed her successes 
after a temporary retirement from the concert stage, has 
finished the composition of a string quartet, which will 
soon be performed in Berlin. 
Overtures have been made to bring Guilmant back 
here for a second concert tour. The plan is perfected 
and awaits only permission from the authorities for the 
great organist to leave Paris. 
Walter Damrosch was last season a competitor of 
Abbey & Grau in the operatic field, but he has made an 
arrangement with them for the next season. They have 
signed an agreement by which Mr. Damrosch is to have 
the Metropolitan Opera House for a spring season of 
German opera, and also to have the use of the principal 
artists of the Abbey & Grau Company for occasional 
French and Italian opera outside of New York city. He 
also has arranged with his Symphony Orchestra that 
the members are to be partners with himself in the con¬ 
certs they will give. They will be held together on the 
co operative plan, every one sharing in the expenses and 
profits. 
The city of Guanajuato, in Mexico, has a magnificent 
opera house that has just been completed at a cost of 
$1,500,000, and was twelve years in building. It be- 
longs to the Government, which assumes all expense 
connected with running it, save that of lighting, the 
company playing receiving the gross receipts with that 
reduction. 
In the course of the new constructions in the Wsehrl- 
ing suburb of Vienna an old haunt of Franz Schubert 
has been opened. It was established as a cabaret with 
a garden attached in 1771, and in the garden still stands 
an old chestnut-tree, beneath which Schubert composed 
his “Hark, Hark, the Lark,” to Shakespeare’s words. 
At present it bears the Bign of “ Schubert’s Garden.” 
THE JOHANN SEBASTIAN BA0H AND GEORGE 
E. ROOT MONUMENT FUND. 
In the May issue of The Etude we made an appeal 
to the musical profession for contributions for erecting 
monuments to Johann Sebastian'Bach and George F. 
Root. The Etude has subscribed $5 to each fund, and 
asked its readers to join in the good work. We have re 
ceived contributions from the following:— 
E. B- Trevitt, Carl Iteinecke Society of 
Portland, Ore... $5 60 
Henriette Schilffarth 8traub '•. 2 00 
Mrs. Nellie Strong StevenBon... 1.00 
Elmer Harley....50 
These contributions are all for the Bach monument. 
We have fofwarded the amount to Pastor F. G. Tranz- 
schel, President of the Bach Monument Committee, 
Leipsic. Hf there are any others who wish to contribute 
to this wei-thy cause, we shall be glad to forward their ^ 
contributions. 
! i; 
PRIZE ESSAY. 
S^yONI) Skiush —l*’lB8T PlUZK. 
THE THINKING STUDENT. 
BY EDWARD DICKINSON.; 
the true purpose of all education, even the most special, 
which is to confer self-reliance niid the ability to apply 
general knowledge to practical individual emergencies. 
The best work of the teacher, therefore, iB to make his 
pupils think, to train them in such a large and thorough 
fashion that they may be able to get along without him. 
was right even if I said it was wrong ? If you do not, 
then your playing it right is no credit or benefit to 
you.” 
I am not advocating premature self-reliance or im- 
putienoe of rule and command on the part of pupilB. 
Far from it, for experience will show that thinking stu- 
Edward Djckinson whs born in 
WestSpriugfieldj Mass.,in tlieyear 
1833. He studied music of loCal 
teachers in Springfield and North¬ 
ampton, Mass., fijtted for .college in 
Northampton, studied in Boston 
for ja year with jj. C. D. Parker, 
piano, and F.H. Torrington,organ, 
andi graduated from Amherst Col¬ 
lege in 1876. Prof. Dickinson held 
positions as church organist in 
Springfield during his college 
course, and after leaving college 
Bpeiit a year and a half on the edi- 
Everyone who is familiar with the present methods of dents are the most docile, teachable, and gratifying of 
instruction in our schools and colleges knows that stress all. So much is this principle true that it should be 
is more and more laid upon original, independent employed in the first stages of instruction. In the caBe 
thought and investigation. In a great number of de- of young children the picture-making faculty, always so 
partments the day of the single text-book has gone by. strong in them, may often be utilized ; the feeling of 
In history, literature, political economy, etc., students how; a piece or passage ought to sound mUBt be 
are sent directly to the sources and authorities, and en- awakened by meanB that moBt quickly appeal to the 
couraged to draw conclusions for themselves. In the i childish mind. In truth, such imaginative helps can 
sciences they are sent, as soon as possible, into the never be outgrown. The whole tendency of modern 
laboratory and the field. This method begins even in instrumental music is to a more and more intimate alli- 
the kindergarten, where the little ones are taught to ob- ance with definite ideas and images, and the issue has 
serve and compare, and use the play impulse as a been such a manifest expansion of the impressive 
means of knowledge. To develop the power of patient, power of the art that it is useless to argue against the 
accurate, fruitful thinking is the ultimate aim of all impulse as a delusion. Its value must be recognized in 
education, both general and special, for it is found to musical performance as well as in composition. It 
be the condition of the best success both in the higher would be profitless to study Schumann’s “ Yogel als Pro- 
tori'ai staff of the- Springfield Re- efforts of mind and also’in the narrowest, most mechan- ; phet” without a conception of the quiet woodland pic 
publican, abanp<j>niDg journalism 
for tbe musical profession in 1878. 
Edward Dickinson. ' ?tudied in Boaton with EuBene - 
Thayer for one yekr and took a po¬ 
sition ub organist at tbe Park Congregational Chi^rch in Elmira,lN. 
Y., in 1876 -, was appointed Director oftbe Musical Department of the 
Elmira Cullego in 1883 and held that position untiD 1892, when be re¬ 
signed to accept a position in tbe Ojerlln Conservatory of Music. 
During 1887-80 he studied in Berlin, giving Bpeolul attention to 
mimical history, hearing lectures fri m l’rof. Splits at tho Berlin 
University ; again in 1888-89 studyiuj; with Karl’ Kllndworth, piano, 
and D. W. Langbans, history of music, and again In 1892-93, dovoting 
all the year to the study of musical history and preparing lectures 
for Oberliu. Hois at present professor in Oberlin College, teacher 
of musical history and icsthetics anc of piano in the Oberlin Con¬ 
servatory, Prof. Dickinson has also given lectures in the Oberlin 
Theological Seminary on tbe history pf church muBjc. He makes a 
specialty of both musical history and criticism, lecturing four times 
a week, throughout tbe year, to large and growing classes. “A 
Guide to Musical History,” consistingcfsynopses of lectures andabib- 
ical pursuits. 
Music teaching must fall in with this characteristic 
modern1 tendency, otherwise it cannot make good its 
present-claims'to a place in the large scheme of educa-^ 
tion. The student must not be allowed to remain a dry 
plodder and imitator. He must bring to his work an 
active mind, vitalizing hiB task with invention, always 
seeking to better his instruction, obtaining knowledge 
from living example as well as from precept, testing 
rules by personal experience, reaching out for sugges¬ 
tion to every possible source, guiding and molding his 
ture that was in the composer’s mind ; quite as much so 
to study a transcription of a Schubert song or a Wag¬ 
ner scene without fixing in mind the sentiment of the 
words of the original, or a Chopin polonaise having 
never read Liszt’s description of the polonaise in his 
“Life of Chopin.” In spite of what osstheticians of the 
Hanslick school may say, modern music does gain a 
vastly increased variety and power by its closer fellow¬ 
ship with its sister, poetry. Of course this excitement 
of the fancy must not be permitted to run into senti¬ 
mentality or false interpretations, but in those instances 
work by reason. Science must of course be exact in its where it may be legitimately applied it secures not only 
liographyiof the subject, and a pauipjulet dealing in a Bimilar way 
with the subject of church music, have been published by Prof. Dick- 
methods, but it mustalso have freedom. A good teacher 
will possess this freedom under law; but what he claims 
for himself he must not altogether deny to his pupil. 
When a student has learned how to sludy, he is already 
far on the road to success ; but he will learn this not 
merely from his teacher’s injunctions, but also by mak¬ 
ing an intelligent use of his own observations. He must 
The more one studies the art of music teaching the know himself, his own weaknesses anjd needs, and learn 
more he realizes the complexity and the delicacy of the how to supply them by experience. He must learn as 
factors that are involved in success. He finds that an soon as possible to frame in his mind an imaginative 
exact, systematized, and comurehensive knowledge of conception of how certain passages abd effects ought to 
the-principles of technic and interpretation is but the sound. “ A young artist,” Bays Buskin, “ oughtto un- 
preliminary condition: the ultimate problem is the derstand the truth of what he has to jdo ; felicitous exe- 
effective application of this knowledge to individual cution will follow as a matter of course'.” This,Tike 
cases. In a word, the art of teaching lies in getting the many of Buskin’s dogmatic assertions, is only a half 
best work out of a pupil of wlyich that pupil is capable, truth—felicitous execution will not follow “as a matter 
So far as the pupil’s own part in the process is con- of course ; ” but without the perception of the truth of 
cerned, progress depends upon three elements, viz.: what is to be done, the execution will certainly not be fe- 
 f r t il’ t i t r  i  ¬ 
r , r r t r l t , f i .: 
(1) original musieal aptitude, (2) ambition and working 
power, (3) proper methods of work, intelligent adapta¬ 
tion of means to ends. The first is of course beyond 
the teacher’s control; the second essentially so; the 
"■ third is the province in which the teacher acts. It is 
for the teacher so to guide the pupil’s effort that it will 
be definitely and economically directed, each defect 
laboriously repaired, all excellencies as they are gradu¬ 
ally developed woven together into a symmetrical, 
^satisfying whole. ' The full value of the personal equa¬ 
tion must be recognized, the nsed and the provision for 
. the need adjusted in such fine] relations that no time or 
labor is wasted.in misdirections. 
In this difficult task the teacher should have the active 
and thoughtful co-operation of the student. The pur¬ 
pose of this paper is to show that this supreme requisite 
of correct, intelligent, economical practice must not lie 
in the consciousness of the teacher alone. Pupils and 
parents often seem to assume that the [burden of con¬ 
triving, reasoning, and stimulating rests wholly upon 
licitous at all; it will be at the mostciude, imitative, and 
mechanical. If a scale or an arpeggio is to be mastered, 
the player must first have a conception of how an evenly- 
balanced, distinctly articulated passage sounds; he will 
obtain this conception partly through his recollection of 
good playing which he may have heard, but still more 
by forming a mental impression of a perfect execution. 
An effect of tone by means of touch or pedal, a perfect 
crescendo or diminuendo, must first exist in thought. So, 
too, in the higher province of expression or interpreta¬ 
tion, the player must strive to enter by imaginative sym- 
vividness and charm, but also truth of expression. 
This leads to the last point—the need of literary study 
in connection with the technically musical. The stu¬ 
dent should read much, both for inspiration and in¬ 
struction. It is astonishing that young people will be 
allowed to study music year after year and never read 
or think upon their art. Just as students in college 
are sent to books and taught how to use them, so music 
students must not be kept in ignorance of the constantly 
increasing store of works in which the best minds in the 
craft have laid down the results of their experience. 
No single teacher can tell all that should be told on even 
the simplest subject. An idea must be presented in 
more than one form of words, so that it will be the 
thing itself and not a form of words that is remembered. 
Even in the matter of technic a new interest and a 
fidnier mental grasp will result if the student reads such 
thoroughly scientific discussions as Virgil’s in his 
“[Foundation Studies,” Mason’s in his “Touch and 
Technic,” and Kullak’B in his “Art of the Touch.” 
Such works also as Parsons’s “How to Practice,” 
Kullak’B “ ^Esthetics of Piano Playing,” Fillmore’s 
“History of Piano Playing,” Ferris’s “Great Pian- 
is;sr,” Amy Fay’s “Music Study in Germany,” and 
many others that might be named,! would prove of the 
highest service in the line of knowledge and inspiration. 
A regular perusal of the best musical journals should be 
a matter of course. With the more mature minds his¬ 
tory, criticism, and aesthetics should be taken up. The 
pathy into the mind of the composerl to think the work teacher may also well follow the example of the Papal 
as the composer thought it, to conceive the work as a school in the 16th century, where the pupils were required 
unity, an organism, all the details serving a coherent to attend musical performances and report critically upon 
and developed purpose. If the player thinks a passage ■ them. It is not merely information but the habit of 
or composition right he will play it right. It is aston- using the mind with precision and rejoicing in such use 
ishing sometimes to see how technic develops under the that is the best result of these methods, and the teacher 
spur of a vividly realized conception and the consequent w^° trains thinkerB as well as performers is doing the 
enthusiasm. Something more than care and patience 
is involved in such method as this. So, too, in refining 
the teacher, that the learner iB merely a puppet to be and perfecting derails the student must be taught to 
nrvnt.rnl 1 pH nnlulv Viv f.Vica □li-rvOKinn mill --„ ~ J- 1 , • 11 m . . . _ __ controlled solely by the teacher’s superior will. In most 
cases, therefore, the pupil works mechanically, making 
a merit of blind obedience, exerting no real activity of 
brain, with mind always fastened upon concrete in¬ 
stances, never upon general principles, acquiring no in¬ 
dependent reasoning power or grasp of imagination. 
The result is thatj the mind does not develop with the 
hand. The’student whenever thrown "upon his own re¬ 
work rationally and not at hap hazard. He must be en- j thFn 
couraged to think and experiment, to prove many things, mind 
and decide for himself what seems best. Thus in such narrc 
matters as fingering, phrasing, etc., let him use his wits furcc 
—he will often decide wrongly, but far better so than to bighe 
use no thought at all, following the printed or written j 
fingering, pedaling, and phrasing! in :a dull, passive obe- I—' 
dience. “ Do you know that you play that passage tekot 
best service not only to his pupils, but also to his art 
and the great cause of education. 
. The pupils of this generation are to be the teachers of 
i !p next. This is a sobering thought—let us keep it in 
. Let us see to it that, we send into this service not 
ow mechanical drill-masters, hut active intellectual 
o es, who will raise music in 
h r planes of public benefit. 
sources for a time is entirely helpless, he fails to grasp right ? ” a teacher may ask ; “ would you know that it fot self-improvement. 
The summer vacation is 
teacher can afford to lose. 
this country to ever 
ftime no ambitious 
lie best opportunity 
127 the etude. 
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THE|MUSICIAN’S SPHERE. 
$ 
BY JEAN MOOS. 
Jkan Courodi Moos was horn in 
Uster, CaDton Zurich .Switzerland, 
in the year 1805. Heentered pub¬ 
lic school at six, graduate 1 from 
High School at1,fifteen,and mtered 
tho Teachers’Seminary at Zurich 
in 1883, where he remained three 
years. At the age of seven years 
he began the study of music in a 
dilatory way;[in college, besides 
the regular course, he litudied 
piano, violin, harmony, and com¬ 
position, t h e latter without a 
teacher. As airesult of ovirwork 
his health gave way and he en¬ 
tered the College of Music it Zur- 
I, ich, from which be graduated in 
Jkan Corrodi Moos. three yearB. Subsequently jie took 
| post-graduato work at the Loipsic 
Conservatory under IReinecko, Paul, and Cocclus, attending at the 
same tlmo lectures n!|. the University. In tho year 1888 Prof. Moos 
eaino to this country, since which time ho hus taught in several in¬ 
stitutions of lenriiiijg, at present holding the position of Piofcssor of 
piano, counterpoint-, and fugue at the De Pauw Univurslly, Grcon- 
eastlo, Ind. For the last five years ho has been a contributor to Tun 
Etude and also Mu fie, of Chicago, appearing occasionally in public 
looturu recitals. j 
Ours is an age. of specialization. And this is not by 
dint of mere accident, but by force of circumstances. 
For where is th^.happy possessor of the intellect com¬ 
prehensive enough to encompass tbe whole extent of 
science as it is to-day ? Again, where' is be who is en¬ 
dowed with the' genius and the physical endurance that 
would enable him to master, in one short life-tims, the 
vast realm of art as a-whole, or even one separate art 
with its aimoBt |innumerable ramifications? There was 
a time'' when these things were within the limits of human 
capacity. For the Greek sage was the philosopher, the 
lawgiver, as well as the teacher of his people; the 
knower, in whom centered all the wisdom of hit age. 
And thO Greek rhapsodist of Homer’s time combined 
in himself the highest excellences of the poet and the 
musician ; be was the author and declaimer, as well as 
the composer, tljie singer, and his own accompanist. 
How changed are those things, however, to-day. The 
field of science has expanded to such stupendous pro¬ 
portions, and the artistic activities have grown so varied 
and so many-sided, that one man’s life jis scarcely suffi¬ 
cient to fully master one single little corner of th 3 vast 
structure Of Bciehce, that even the artistically, most 
highly gifted oaniattain the highest summit of excellency 
merely in [one liiited field of esthetic activity. 
Nowheilb haB,|the specialization progressed farther 
than in thp field jof music. If we turn back to the annals 
of musical history, the men whose figures loom up 
dimly through the mist of past ages afe known to us as 
musicians'!—not as pianists, violinists, singers, thee rists, 
or critics^—but simply as musicians: Slowly, but 
stealthily, jhoweyer, a change has crept in. Bach still 
was a universal i genius in music ; the greatest pianist, 
the greatest organist, tbe greatest composer, the great¬ 
est theorist, and| undoubtedly,—although history tells us 
little aboi.t" it,—f-the greatest teacher of his time, In 
Beethoven the segregation has progressed further, In 
Liszt and his sbhool the yirtuoso side was largely pre¬ 
ponderating. In Wagner the creative side was exclu¬ 
sively developed. 
And when from the ranks of these great ones we 
descend into that seething mass of contemporary musi¬ 
cal art life, how; strikingly do we not see the paths of 
each individual[narrowed in! And what precious re¬ 
sults have come to us from this division of labor 1 For 
to this specialization mainly is it due that the.technical 
resources of every instrument and of the orchestra have 
been enriched, and are still being enriched, in such an 
astonishing way as to put at the disposition of the crea¬ 
tive artist ;he means for the embodiment of ideas which 
by the very absence of the possibilities had to remain 
terra incognita, for tbe ante-romanticist composer. And 
not only kas th'e division of labor amplified the techni¬ 
cal resources,: but it has given us methods of instruc¬ 
tion which make it possible for those even whose en¬ 
dowments are scarcely beyond the uverage to acquire a 
technical mastery over their respective instruments to - 
which the previously impossible is mere child’s play. 
But few are the opward movements whose results con¬ 
tain an unmixed good, in whose footsteps there is not 
lurking a hidden danger. And it cannot be denied that 
the specialization which is so characteristic of modern 
musical life, and which haB borne such rich fruitage, has 
not wholly escaped the danger which besets its way,—the 
danger, namely, of securing a high degree of refinement 
at the loss of breadth. Witness, for instance, some of 
our illustrious singers, who have not mastered even the 
first rudiments of genuine musicianship, and who are 
drilled in their r6!es in a parrot-like fashion. Witness, 
again, some of our pianists, great and small, for whom 
the sun rises at the upper end of the keyboard and sets 
at the lower end. And witness some of our violinists, 
for whom music is non existent if it-does not flow from 
the strings of their pet instrument. Not to speak of the 
profound ignorance which prevails among the devotees 
of all of these musical sub-kiDgdoms concerning all the 
more general esthetic questions, and their utter disre¬ 
gard for everything outside of their immediate horizon, 
which, like a Chinese wall, shuts out the light they 
might receive from without, and just as effectually pre¬ 
vents their own light from being seen by those without. 
Is there, then, no way out of this dilemma? Are we 
doomed to be merely vocalists, pianists, violinists, and 
what innumerable other -lets people'the musical world, 
and nothing more ? I do not believe so. Surely it is 
possible, nay, absolutely compulsory, for a musician, if 
he shall be wjorthy of this name, to look beyond his 
narrow sphere, Our methods are so highly developed 
that an amount of time spent in practice at our chosen 
instrument, which is mueft smaller than that required in 
former times with their less perfect methods, enables 
ns to acquire technical skill sufficient to meet all the 
demands made by the most exacting master works of 
our art. We muBt not forget that excesssive practice in 
any pursuit whatsoever is detrimental to both body 
and mind. Each of us has just so much energy to 
spend, and any unreasonable expenditure, far from 
being productive of greater results, leads.only to ruin. 
Why not, when mentally and physically exhausted by 
the notorious humdrum of continued practice, spend 
some of your surplus time in some collateral work, 
which, while possessing a direct bearing on our’ msjor 
work, still offers diversity enough to rest our jaded 
faculties ? From purely mechanical routine work there 
can come no artistic good. ' The pianist, for instance, 
cannot be reminded too often of the fact that hiB first 
aim must be to learn to sing on his chary instrument. 
Why not, then; break the monotony of our piano prac¬ 
tice by making use of man’s own instrument of song, 
the voice, poor as it may be, and it is surprising how 
poor a voice can make an acceptable singer, and then 
trauslate what we have learned to the piano. Only in 
this way .will we come to see the full meaning of the 
term “Binging on the piano,” and tKd^vord “sing” 
will become fraught with a meaning ’"Sriiolly different 
from that suggested when ive heard it from the mouth 
of the teacher, or when we read it from the pages of a 
magazine. 
Another line of collateral work, equally profitable 
and equally indispensable for the well-rounded musician, 
is the reading of musical literature. Not only an occa¬ 
sional scanning over of a magazine, or a dilatory perusal 
of some book on a musical topic, but a continued and 
systematic assimilation of the standard magazines and 
the many books of sterling worth. Music, it, is-true, 
cannot be learned from the printed page. Yet the 
knowledge which we get from music-literary pursuits, 
and the inspiration we may draw from the rich-treasury 
of good books and magazines on music, will more than 
repay us for our time and trouble. We cannot fully 
understand the works of the master, whose inner per¬ 
sonality has not been unfolded to us through his bio¬ 
graphy and letters. The differing styles of interpreta¬ 
tion demanded by the work’s of different artistic periods 
will be empty sound, unless the import and aims of these 
periods have been revealed.to us by history. And history, 
as we all know, is not completed even in the beBt of 
books The historian who laid down his pen yester¬ 
day leaves us uninformed as to the turn things are tak¬ 
ing to day; and for the living history we must needs 
consult the current magazines. Many are the views 
which we there find expressed on one and the same sub¬ 
ject, and numerous are the ways of expressing them. 
But where so much is offered everyone will find some¬ 
thing to suit his taste. And if wc think that we know it 
all. or at leaBt nearly all, it will still pay us to continue 
what once was begun, if it is only for the purpose to 
find out that a writer, whom artistically we consider 
beneath ourselves, not unfrequentiy may tell us some¬ 
thing across which we, with all our dearly beloved 
“superior intellect,” never yet happened to slumble. 
And some of the most efficacious lessons we receive by 
finding our faults exposed in others. 
Many other helpful lines of work might be enumer¬ 
ated. A good novel, a fine poem, a beautiful painting, 
all may kindle new ideaB and new emotions in us. And 
Buch an experience never fades away from our minds, 
but liveB and grows there, and is infused into our very 
music. The musical 'faculty is not an independent 
tenant of our mindB; it is an integral part of a deli¬ 
cate tissue, nourished from on,e common source. What 
benefits one part of this tissue benefits all the other 
parts ; and the more wholesome influences we can bring 
to bear on our whole life, the more will our musical life 
expand, and the purer will be the blossoms that spring 
from it. 
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MUSIC, MIND, EMOTION. 
W. FRANCIS GATES. 
Mr. W. Francis Gates is a ua- ~ ~~ “ " 
live of Ohio, having been bom at ■ ■ 
Zanesville in that State in I860. • . ' 
After acquiring a thorough com- 
moii school education,he attended -~fill ' 
the Conservatories-of the Oberlin ’ , \ 
aud Ohio Wesleyan Universities-, ... - 
graduating at the latter in 1888. . 
Later he spent two different . 
periods in • Boston, studying with < • - 
Buch men as Elsou, Chadwick, ‘ ■- 
Mr. Gates is a successful teacher ’ 
of piano, voice, and theory, and ^ 
has had charge of musical work in . '-.-A 
colleges iu Ohio, Iowa, ami No- BBSIsSBlL r> - 
brash a, lie is endowed with a good 
baritone voice aud frequently up- ^ Francis Gates. 
pears on the concert platform. 
Although a young man, Mr. Gates has published some of the best- 
known of American musical works. At the age of twenty-three he 
compiled “Musical Mosaics,’’a collection of the beat musical sayings 
and ideas by writers of all times and countries. This wort iB still 
having a large sale, as it practically has the field to itself. This 
latter statement also applies to his “ Anecdotes of Great Musicians,” 
which is having even a larger Bale than the “ Mosaics,” as it is more 
popular in style and contents. His latest work is “ Pipe and Strings,” 
a beautifully illustrated series of historical sketches, treating of the 
principal musical instruments. This book is especially adapted to 
supplement a course of historical reading. 
Frequent articles from Mr. Gates’ pen appear in the columns of 
The Etude, Musict Musical Visitor, and other journals of high stand¬ 
ing. He has also published some music, giving his attention to com¬ 
position, principally to vocal music. 
The modern idea has taken hold of the old question, 
“ What will John do with his education ? ” and inverted 
it into, “What will education do with John?” And 
so, in a similar Bense, instead of asking what we will do 
with our musical education, we may well parallel this 
query with another and ask, 1“ What will our musical 
education do for us ? ” / \ ' 
Education in its broadest sense Is the development of 
man's higher faculties and better tendencies. It con¬ 
sists not so much in-the knowing as in the power to 
las: 
know and] the power to feel. Herbert Spencer says 
there are three lines along which study ijaay be con¬ 
ducted: _first, toward the world j below us,| i. e., in the 
line of natural science ; second, toward the world around 
us, in sociological lines, examining the inter relation¬ 
ships of humanity i third, towardj the worldj above us,— 
the ethical, theL moral, the emotional,—th^ soul-world. 
Accepting this classification,, w^ may at once see that 
music, prqperly studied, extends far into the borders of 
each of thpse planes of mental activity. It is based on 
natural sdience ; it is nurtured in the best of human 
relationships, having one of its greatest fields of activity 
as a social! factor ; and itr more than any other science 
or art, hag to do with the spiritual and emotional side 
of life. ' 
Music ip an educational factor not to be despised, and 
although superficial thought has lfed some to regard it as zitic 
but a pleasing sensation. Wbilei in this pleasure giving com 
possibility lies one of its greatest |powers, it has a higher tion 
sphere thin to give mere pleasure to humanity. It is a real) 
factor in intellectual growth,—a mental gymnastic; it is a set 
an exponent of the soul-state, aj language of the emo- repe 
tions; and beyond these, or perhaps because of these-^ a wl 
things, it ib, finally, a medium for'the refinement of the iory. 
intellectual and the a33thetical life. Learning is not ‘ ulty 
always accompanied by that appreciation of fine dis¬ 
tinctions, of high ideals, or of lofty conceptions to ■■ 
which we apply the term refinement. T 
In the true education, each mental faculty, each means grai 
of expression, must have its increment of power, its the 
broadened sphere of action and development. In the soul 
educational curriculum we find^ that science evolves the 
accuracy and concentration of ithe thinking powers; and 
mathematics develops the calculating, and logic the ceb 
reasoning faculties; while historical study gives a the 
broader and maturer judgment. J 
Musical theory in jits various subdivisions,—-acoustics, Em 
harmony, composition, orchestration, et cwtera, is, as a It i 
mental gymnastic, the equal of any study of college or thoi 
- university; to this the student Df musical theory will i. g, 
promptly bear witness. And being as taxing to the tree 
mental powers, it is, as a consequence, equally valuable 1 
as an intellectual factor. But while music, thoroughly nat 
studied, is the equal of other branches of learning in its con 
powers of mind development, it [should by no means be eur 
substituted for a general curriculum. ' Art without 8tr< 
science and literature is as incomplete as are literature iut< 
and science without art. ' ^ 
Strong intellectuality is a dominant feature, of .the m;j 
master-works of the musical art. In the study of the 1 
works of Bach, Beethoven, Schumann, Wagner (and a n 
the list might be largely extended), there is a world of 8ou 
culture; for their productions, from a purely intellectual me 
standpoint, will bear comparison with the mastbr-workB 8yE 
of science, philosophy, and literature. A comprehension jng 
of their works requires a degree of mentality that could 8in 
„ command an understanding of the most subtle philoso- foe 
phies. And beyond this, examined from the artistic the 
point of view, theycarry us past the boundaries of lan- ,foe 
guage, science, and literature into the realms of the 'for 
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lant to mental activity. Not only doea the fire of old 
thought burn brightly, but new thought bursts into act¬ 
ive flame, though before it had lingered dormant like the 
flickering blue light that hovers o’er the slowly burning 
coals. > - 
As we voice our emotions in mnslc, they vivify into 
definite being thoughts that had been lingering on the 
threshold of consciousness, and which needed but the 
spark of related emotion to awaken them into life,. And 
it is with emotion as with thought. One emotion induces 
another and each is the germ of thought concepts, ac- 
tionB, and deeds which may culminate in results be¬ 
yond calculation. 
Since memory is regarded as the lowest of our men¬ 
tal powers, it is not necessary for us to more than call 
attention to the high development of this faculty which 
music imposes. It is a continual memory cultivation, 
and the results-of close application to musical memori¬ 
zation approach the bounds of the incredible. Many 
co positions played in proper tempo require the produc¬ 
tion of over a thousand tones per minute ; many of the 
ready great pianists can produce a dozen .concertos and 
a score of sonatas; many an opepa singer has in his 
repertoire as great a number of operas, each requiring 
1 a whole evening for performance. All this from mem- 
^ory. What other study so develops this common fac- 
the lowest chords of -despondency tc 
of es'altation. 
the highest notes 
Are we not, for these reasons, justified in concluding 
that there is no one branch of human activity which at 
once bears so strong a relation to the development of the 
intellept, to the expansion and discipline of the emotions, 
and to tke formation of character, a s does the science 
and aijt of music ? 
GOUNOD'S VISIT TO MENDELSSOHN. 
Mendelssohn received me admirably. I use this 
word purposely, in order to express the gracious con¬ 
descension with which a man of such distinction treated 
a young fellow who could have been nothing more in his 
opinion than a pupil. During the fou: days that I passed 
at Leipzig, lean say that Mendelssohn occupied himself 
entirely with me. He questioned me concerning my 
studies and my works with the liveliest and sincerest 
interest; he asked to hear, upon the piano, my last 
com position, and I received from him the most precious 
words of approbation and encouragement. I will men¬ 
tion but one of them, which I have always been too 
proud of ever to forget. I had played for him the Dies 
Ira of my Vienna requiem. He placed his hand upon 
a part of it written for five voices, vdthout accompani¬ 
ment, and said:— 
‘: My friend, this part might be sigied by Cherubini.” 
Words like these, coming from BUch a great master, 
are real decorations, and one carries them with more 
| pride than any number of ribbons, 
i Mendelssohn was director of the Gewandhaus Phil- 
The loftiest element in man is the emotional. One t, a ia :■  
grants this when he admits that the soul is higher than 
the mind ; for the emotional is that which has to dp with 
soul rather than that which deals alone with mind. In ! s
the term “ emotion” may be included “ all that warmth P 'J
and feeling emanating from the soul, that power of con- l  
ceiving and divining the beautiful; ” that operation of harmonic Society. This society was not holding its 
the soul, as thought is the operation of the mind. meetings at that time, the concert season having passed; 
Thought underlies action ; emotion underlies.thought, hut he had the delicate thoughtfulnef s to call it together 
Emotion is to the thought what the soul is to the body. *or me> and to let me hear his beautiful work called the 
It is the vital element, the inspiring power of our Scotch Symphony, in A minor, & copy of the score of 
nrki oU V. ^ __J - 1} r • ... n i thoughts, the mainspring of our actions. Our feeling, 
i. our emotion, is the germ ; our thought, .the mature 
tree; and our action is the fruit of both. 
The emotional element being thus deep-seated in our 
nature, the work of development will only approximate 
b
f ,
a
which he gave me with a word of friendly remembrance 
from his own hand. Alas! the prenature death of this 
great and charming genius was soon ;o make of this sou¬ 
venir a genuine and precious relic ! 
Mendelssohn did not limit himself to the calling 
completeness when the emotional has received common- |j together of the Philharmonic Society. He was an 
Burate treatment. And not only must our emotions be ! or^anist of the first order, and wished to acquaint me 
strengthened, but, lest they run riot, and degenerate w*th several of the numerous and admirable composi- 
into mere sentimentality, they should continually be tions of Sebastian Bach for that instrument, over which 
subject to the regulation of well balanoed judgment he reigned supreme. For this purpose he ordered to be 
mind thus co-operating with emotion. examined and put in good conditio i the old organ of 
The human intellect has, in oral, and written language, Thomas, formerly played by Bach himself; and 
a method for conveying thought. „ And likewise for the thterei for more than two hours, he revealed to me won- 
soul a medium of expression has been provided. That c*®rs Iliad no previous conception ; then, to cap 
medium is art; and music is of all the arts the most t^e climax of his gracious kindness he made me a gift 
sympathetic and the most generally cultivated. “ Feel- : °* a collection of motets by this same Bach, for whom he 
ings that stifle utterance, too Btrong to be conveyed in ^ad a religious veneration, according to whose school 
simple words, are breathed melodiously to the hearts of I M had been formed from his chi .dhood, and whose 
men in the universal language of music.” Now, having^ gIPn<i oratorio of The Passion According to St. 
tfie language giving the emotions, we have at once a Matthew he directed and accompanied from .memory 
,means for reaching the soul life, and an additional means wtien only fourteen years old. —Fron, Gounod's Memoirs. 
.for its guidance and control. 
otherwises intangible and inexpressible,—-into therealma ; TLo _ i r 
.1_’ ■ tnerealms - The emotional faculty is to a greater or lesser degree 
of the emotional arid the artistic; 
The study of music, if properly conducted, contrib¬ 
utes direqtly to intellectual advancement. Music is 
-based in its rhythmical relations on mathematics, and 
hence requires a continuous use of the calculative fac¬ 
ulties, Correct performance necessitates a rapid suc¬ 
cession of quick and accurate calculations, of which 
there can be no cessation while the playing or singing 
lasts. In this are exercised the executant’s powers of 
alertness, concentration, and precision of thought. 
Time andT. space might be well-spent in showing the 
effect of musical study on such characteristics of a fully 
developed mind as self reliance and self-restraint, pa¬ 
tience and perseverance,-these'giving, at a necessary 
result, great powers of mental endurance; but it is evi¬ 
dent that a study which involves so high a degree of 
mentality would in no slight measure establish these 
most desirable habits of mind. 
Beyond necessitating much mental activity in its ac¬ 
quirement and production, music is, in-itsturn, a stimn- 
present in every human being, but the inherent power 
for its regulation is not always present. The more crude I 
the individual, the more uncontrolled are his feelings, 
ii. higher degree of civilization gives an expansion and 
culture of all his faculties; and in a thorough study and 
assimilation of music the emotions, while being 
strengthened, are thoroughly disciplined. ! 
It has been said that as many languages as a man has 
learned, so many times a man is he. Then how much 
more are wo men when we have given the soul a 
language through which it may voice its higher aspira¬ 
tions. 
Thaot the imparting of emotional states from one per¬ 
son to another may be but partially complete, but proves 
the real depths of emotion ; just aB the most lofty 
thought-conceptions are difficult of precise and com¬ 
plete expression; A soul-state is in an intangible, inde¬ 
scribable condition, and its language is necessarily of the 
same nature. But music as a language for the emotions; 
can parallel them in expression, though they range from! 
I—“This music-infatuates me!” It was thus Pade¬ 
rewski spoke of the efforts of Chinese artists in San 
Francisco. “Then it is music?” web asked. “ Music,” 
he answered, “music? Why, it is wonderful music. I 
never saw more dramatic expression put into tones. In 
their plays fully half therir effects are produced by the 
orchestra. I could not understand their words, but the 
music told the story. What appeE.led to me most was 
Hie beautiful simplicity of it all end the evident art. 
There can be no doubt, it is art, ’ he asserted, when 
some one questioned the work of the musicians coming 
under that head. “ It is art, too, the* is the result of cen¬ 
turies of study. Those players do not sing as they do 
without great study and practice. ‘ Neither could the 
instrumentalists produce the effects they do without 
having been carefully trained. It seems to me to com¬ 
bine many peculiarities of the Slavic and of the Scotch 
music. The rhythm is perfect. Through long bits of 
recitative the entire orchestra res a, yet the measure is 
never lost.” 
SilliiSSfililiagl 
Alfred Xeit. 
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ON THE INTERPRETATION OF CHOPIN’S 
| WORKS. 
t ——_ 
BY ALFRED VEIT. 
j • ; Alfred Vkit was born in the 
. year 18G0 in New York city. At 
v t'le aSe °f sixteen he wa: sent to 
MT\ I A the Stuttgart Cpnaervatory, wliero 
g§» ' ■ ^le remaine(3 four years. The 
Sw 1 winter of isao wa. spent in Berlin, 
. | "'hero ho studied the piano with 
’ T > Kuliak and harmony wi ;h Rlch- 
.| | “r<1 Wuersfr; the followln ; winter 
among his favorite pupi a in his 
book, “Virtuoaes Contenif oral ns.” 
: ^ After returning to America and 
! ", , ’'f-SrJl / ! devoting himself to teaching, 
: . ..| from 1882 to 1885, he rett rned to 
j Europe and Btudied one winter 
lfre  Veit. with Leseheteky in Vienna. From 
[ the latter city he received a call 
to the Academia de Musique, Geneva, Switzerland (founded under 
the auspices of Hajns v. Bulow), where he was appointed the prin¬ 
cipal teacher of thp higher classes for piano playing. Beside teach 
ing tn Geneva he flayed considerably in public, introducing for the 
first time the Septuor, by St. Saens, Trios, by Joseph ciiliaerts, 
Bargiel, etc. In 1889 he returned to New York, where he t as been 
evoting himself exclusively to piano teaching, with ociasional 
contributions on (musical topics to the Cosmopolitan and various 
musical periodicajs and magazines. He has published lothing 
excepting a transcription of Bichard Wagner’s “Magic Fire Scene” 
music from the “ WalkUre,” which has called forth laudatory notices 
from some of the greatest authorities in the musical professi in. 
The most important requirements for a successful per- 
ormance of Chopin’s music, in my opinion, cons Bts in 
beauty of touch and tone. There are many to whom 
this statement 'may appear strange, inasmuch as those 
qualities are supposed to enter into the composition of 
every pianist. 1 One moment’s consideration, however, 
will be sufficient to demonstrate the truth of the above 
assertion. Take Hans von Biilow, for instance. While 
in the opinion of some Billow's superiority as a Beeth¬ 
oven player wap beyond dispute, in the opinion of otherB 
he lacked the sensuous charm which is the first recuisite 
for a beautiful | touch. Thus Biilow practically demon¬ 
strated that a pianist may be a great Beethoven player 
.even without, an ideal touch. Not so in the case of 
Chopin’s music, which is so closely identified with abso- 
ute beauty that only the possessor of an ideal ;ouch 
can do justice tjo it. 
We are told by pupils of Chopin that the Polish com¬ 
poser had an exceedingly delicate touch, the principles 
of which he tried to inculcate in his pupils. Fuither- 
more, we are told that he preferred to play upon the 
Pleyel piano of the period on account of its light action, 
and that in every way he endeavored to avoid what was 
productive of a harsh, unsympathetic style. Bearing 
this in mind, it |is scarcely possible to think of him as the 
composer of the great polonaises in which the heroic 
element predominates. 
Judging from the accounts given us by De Lenz, 
txeorge Mathias, PrinceBS Czartoryska, and otheri, the 
great composer must have been equally great as a 
teacher. He appears to have made the most careful 
study of touch by applying different methods of stac3ato, 
emi-staccato, legato, and portamento. Indeed, it is a 
cunouB fact to police a genius like Chopin submit to the 
strain of teaching, and is but another examplification of 
the definition pf genius as a “ capacity for taking 
pains.” 1 
■' A keautiful touch is not the only requisite for an 
adequate performance of Chopin’s music. The success¬ 
ful Chopin playbr must possess an innate poetic nafure, 
grace, elegance,^ and, to speak Btrictly from a pianistic 
point of view, the knowledge of the use of the selond 
pe al. Take S|Way the second pedal from a'modern 
piano and Chopin’s music will be simply unintellig ble. 
It is to be j regretted that musicians have not, as yet, 
agreed upon a Way of indicating the uSe of the second 
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pedal. Scholtz, Klindworth, Kuliak, Mikuli, and all 
the other editors of Chopin’s works are very careful as 
W ,r °?“ bnt'n°‘ * »Wl. to.««n“ 
have they indicated the uBe of the second pedal, which 
is of equal importance. The effects produced by the great 
pianists spoken of as “velvet” are brought about by the 
second pedal or the combination of both pedals. Imagine 
a pianist’s “pedal extremities” removed, and though he 
may otherw.se possess brilliant qualities, one of the most 
effectual attributes as a Chopin player has become lost to 
him. Innumerable instances in the mazourkas, the 
nocturnes, the berceuse, and the adagios of the con 
certos could be quoted as showing the absolute neces¬ 
sity for the use of the second pedal. The chiaroscuro 
ettacts produced by the great pianists in their perfor¬ 
mances of Chopin’s music can easily be traced to the 
second pedal. And no doubt it was the beauty of the 
combination of the pedals which made such an impres¬ 
sion upon Schumann when he heard Chopin play the 
6.ude in A flat, Op. 25. Almost all the arabesques in 
Chopin s music ought to be played .with the second 
pedal alone or in combination with the first pedal The 
F minor 6tude, Op. 25, the D flat waltz, and the ber¬ 
ceuse are well known illustrations of the effective use of 
the second pedal. - 
Incalculable harm has been brought about by the use 
of the term “rubato.” I am convinced that Chopin 
- never dreamt of the mischief that would result from the 
abuse of the rubato. It has been used chiefly in connec¬ 
tion with Chopin’s works, as though a certain elasticity 
of rhythm which is the real meaning of rubato—ap- 
plied to his music alone. Imagine the adagio of the 
Moonlight Sonata, the Rondo in A minor by Mozart, 
or the Impromptu in B flat by Schubert played in caBt- 
xron tempo. Great Chopin players, like Rubinstein, 
Mme. Essipoff, and Pachmann, have demonstrated con¬ 
clusively that Chopin’s music may be played with uniform 
rhythm, modificatioiis of which would be equally appli¬ 
cable to the music of Bach or Schurjann. (I remember 
an instance in which Rubinstein produced quite an 
impression by playing th^ bass of the A flat waltz, Op. 
42, in perfect (ime. The accompaniment in this case 
was even heard above the melody, quite an unusual pro¬ 
ceeding, but one which caused a startling effect). The 
rubato legend is gradually disappearing,—indeed, has 
been on the wane for some time, as evinced by Hen- 
selt s criticism of Miss Walker’s playing and related by 
her in her interesting book, ” My Musical Experiences. ” 
Through the ill-advised.suggestions of a gentleman whq 
thought Miss Walker played the E minor concerto 
far too strictly in time and without sufficient freedom 
and variations in the tempo,” Miss Walker succeeded in 
turning the beautiful composition “into a sensational 
piece something in the style of a- Lhzt rhapsody.” 
How great was her surprise when Henselt burst into the 
room exclaiming, “ Why all these changes in the tem¬ 
po!” The great pianist then played the concerto him- 
Belf, without the rubato, which Miss Walker had probably 
e:xagg6rated, thuB causing Henselt’s wrath. I do not 
wish to be misunderstood as advocating that Chopin’s 
music should be played in strict time. That would be 
absurd. Not even shouW^t^e metronomical rubato be 
resorted to which von Biilow introduced in his editions 
of the fioritura passages of the Beethoven sonatas. A 
certain latitude in rhythm is desirable, but, carried to 
excesB, the rubato in Chopin’s works will be as repre¬ 
hensible as when applied1 to the works of other com¬ 
posers. For instance, take that weird nocturne in C 
sharp minor so suggestive of “ The: Loreley.” No one 
would dream of playing in strict time the opening 
measures, which may easily be assumed to represent the 
placid waters of the Rhine. And when “the maiden 
■ so wondrous fair ” begins to sing her entrancing melody, 
no sane mortal will attempt it in metroncme time. Nor 
does the second part with its surging movement, in which 
“ the youth in his boat drifts by without seeing the whirl¬ 
pool turning, ” call forth a regular succession of rhyth¬ 
mical pulsations. On the contrary, the seething char¬ 
acter of the music carries the player onward, faster 
and faster, until the climax crashes into those terrible 
octaves, “ swallowing both boat and boatman anon.” 
To sum up, I would say that the exaggerated use of 
the rubato is responsible to a great degree tor the miscen- 
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ception of Chopin’s music, No comp08er for the piano 
has ever been as much the victim of miaapprehension 
Even the 51B lnterpreters a0 wa8 Fran9oi8 Chopin. 
. greatest pianists occasionally demonstrate 
eir inability to cope with all the different moods of the 
Polish composer. Have we not recently heard one of 
the greatest hammer away at certain parts of the Bar¬ 
carole as though the gondoliers were on a strike ? !(And 
“TantdeT / “7 Deighb°r mntter to hi“«elf, 1 ant de bruit pour une—barcarole. ”) 
No doubt, the later works of Chopin call for greater 
breadth of treatment. With th'e po.eihle exeepdon of 
the mazourkas, the waltzes, Op. 64, and the berceuse, 
the compositions, beginning with the polonaise in F 
a arp minor, Op. 41, are conceived on larger lines. 
Nothing ,n the whoR realm of piano forte literature 
equals the barbaric grandeur of that Polonaise. It8 
rugged rhythms do not suggest to me'the stately cere¬ 
mony associated with the memories of Poland’s aris¬ 
tocracy, but rather, the wild onslaught of Attila, the 
eye on.c ” scourge of God.” Do you not hear the 
ga top of horses as they canter over the battlefield 
strewn with the corpses of the slain ? And do you not 
hear the call of the bugle, the shriek of the owl? 
‘ ' ■ ■ I^0 ghastly boreemen disappear in the 
silence of the night.Then listen to those 
soft, undulating harmonies. What delicious ballet- 
music 1 Does it not seem as though gazelle-eyed maidens 
in slow, rhythmical movements were trying to divert 
me mind of the wearied conqueror by their graceful 
dancing? 
The Chopin of the F sharp minor polonaise, of the 
ballade, Op. 52, and the polonaiee-fantasie iB no more 
the Chopin petted and flattered by the ladies of the rose- 
scented drawing-rooms of Warsaw and Paris. He is 
the Polish Prometheus, tied down to the rock of exile 
after having despoiled the empyrean of its celestial 
melodies. Nor could the vulture who fed upon his 
genius Bubdue the chained martyr by means of her base 
machinations. Let us be grateful—pativre FnUh'ric 1 
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TEACHERS IGNORANT AND ERUDITE. 
! BY HINRY HOLLEN.’ 
It is now about half a century since' the musical 
philosopher first made his appearance. With Schubert 
was ushered in a class of muBic;ans who were not merely 
musical machines, but practicable, rational beings, men 
who could handle the pen as well as they could use the 
keyboard, and men who possessed various degrees of 
mental knowledge. 
The time came when the man with all his knowledge 
in the finger-endB stepped quietly to the rear, and the 
practicable, reasoning musician catne to the front. Al¬ 
though fifty years have passed since the 'first musical 
scientist was invented, the mechanical type is not yet 
obsolete. He still desperately clings ‘‘like a leech ” to 
all musical communities, a weight, a hindrance to the 
progress of the divine art. And so he remains, ignorant, 
selfish, and prejudiced, tur'ning“out in his shop and 
importing in great numbers exact prototypes of himself, 
These in turn establish their manufactories, where the 
“fashionable teacher,” the ‘‘brilliant pianiBt,” ;the 
“composer of Golden Sunlight,” the “ anti Chopinist,” 
and other musical oddities are made. They will forever 
be as anchors to the ship of progress ; they will resist all 
beneficial improvements ; in fine, they will be a disgrace 
to their art and to their profession. With snares and 
machinations they mislead the public,; with the flourished 
“ prbfesaor ” before their names they dazzle the society 
leaders; and with their affectation and assumed magna¬ 
nimity they induce the “ Miss ” to buy their wares. 
But the public must not be allowed'to be thus deceived. 
A musical education of the masses'must be commenced. 
Books and musicjournals must act as missionaries in this- 
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-work. 01 all the means by which the education of the 
ignorant may lie-brought about, the most efficient is the 
music journal. It is capable of broad distribution. It 
peaches all people. It should- be the aim of the music 
journal, therefore, to educate the masses to that degree 
that it may be possible for them to judge the qualities of 
the teachers aud to understand their methods. More¬ 
over, it should be the duty of the true musician to Bee 
that such musical literature is supplied to his ignorant 
neighbor. 
When the public is educated in such affairs, what will 
be the result ? The InBiDcere teacher, the instructor with 
his flimsy methods will meet the fate they richly deserve. 
Instead of living pn the fat of the land, they will find 
themselves destitute, and in the end will be ostracized. 
The machines and the routine men will become obsolete, 
and music may progress unhindered and unchecked. 
Let us, however, refrain from idealizing. Let us look at 
affairs as they now exist. Of all^profeesions there is 
none whicli includes so many prejudiced and illiterate 
persons as that of music. This js^eerjainly a surprising 
fact when we consider that music is the divine art, the 
noblestof all arts. When we consider, also, the myriads 
of the ignorant people who' allege that muBic is their 
chosen and beloved profession, can we wonder why it is 
so detested by many ? It is a fact that there are music 
teachers who hesitate to state their profession when 
asked to do so. It is also a fact that the teacher of 
music has been the object of many a sneer, and in many 
cases has he been treated with disrespect. 
If we admit then that the profession is so little re¬ 
spected, by what means may it be elevated ? -By the 
education of the ignorant, is the answer. By educating 
the public generally, the qualities and methods of a good 
teacher may be understood. By educating the teachers 
we induce them to a higher level. It is said that many 
teachers are deficient in common-school education. It 
is stated by good authorities that the majority do not read. 
Now reading is the most efficient method of education, 
for by systematic readipg, the teacher 11 may makegood 
the neglects of his earliest education.’’ To be sure, there 
are other means by which one may acquire learning, 
such as the lecture and the concert, but who can doubt 
that the most satisfactory is the book and the music 
journal? 
The non-reading teachers usually and for the most 
part make up the narrow-minded class, who think that 
a musical"education consists merely in singing or playing, 
as the case may be. The members of this class are of 
the opinion that only the fingers or the voice should be 
educated, and consequently the intellect will always be 
shallow. These non-reading teachers, or fogies as they 
may appropriately be called, compose largely the music 
profession. It is universally conceded that the farmer 
who reads his weekly agricultural paper is a better farmer ' 
than his neighbor who rarely reads a line.. It is con¬ 
ceded that the business man, who reads carefully his 
Haberdasher's Journal or other publication, is more 
progressive than he who reads nothing relating to his 
business. The teacher who reads his educational paper 
will make the best educator. Hence it must follow that 
the teacher of music who peruses each month his wel¬ 
come-music journal, will be the more intelligent. , 
* Itisin the music journal that the teacher comes in con- 
tact with the giants of his profession. In it he may read 
of their methods ; be may become acquainted with the 
current news, and moreover, he will be informed con¬ 
cerning the publications and novelties of the reliable 
music firms. “Books keep us informed about yester¬ 
day ; cnrrent literature, aboutto-day.” Therefore it ir 
necessary for every person who wishes to. keep abreast- 
of the times and who wishes to talk intelligently to his 
fellows, to follow the music journal closely. 
Every1 musician should own a library. Says Sir Arthur 
Helps concerning this point: “A man never gets as 
much out of a book as when he possesses it. It is true 
that one may depend on the circulating libraries for the 
necessary literature, but in most cases an individual 
library is most tobe desired.” I quote from that delight- 
fui volume, “ Coats With .Music'. S udents,” by Thomas 
iapper: Begin as soon as possible to own books. Have 
your library. A book-case of yo.ur own, set up in a 
corner of the music-room, will be a worthy possession. 
Remember that all your possessions characterize you—| Americans would have shortly become content with the 
none more than books.” Be judicious in your choice.j 
Learn to discern that which is truly worthy. Admit to 
your library those books which will benefit you. Goodl 
literature is cheap, and the cost of a few chosen volumes) 
is within the means of all. Keep abreast of the times by, 
reading catalogues and reviews. 
Become acquainted with the works of the classical 
composers. The European editions of their composi¬ 
tions may be obtained cheap. Purchase the songs of 
Schubert, the symphonies of Beethoven, and the piano 
Bcores of the celebrated operas. Study tiiem, that you 
may be an intelligent listener. Analyze them that their 
inner beauties'may be clearly unfolded., Interest^your 
pupils in the liveB of the giants of music. Relate inci¬ 
dents and anecdotes of their careers. In fine, fire their , 
ambitions, and thereby infuse a light of interest into the 
driest lesson The true musician, then, is he who striveE 
to enlarge his knowledge as well as to increase his 
technic. The true musician is he whjo is above preju¬ 
dice. The true musician is, in short, he who em¬ 
bodies the practicable, the noble, andlthe intelligent. 
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DOES THE ACQUISITION OF ARTISTIC 
EDUCATIONJAND TASTE NECESSITAT! 
THE LOSS OF THE POWER TO ENJOY’ 
BY ANNA FARQTTHAR. 
Anna Faiiquhar. was born in 
Indianapolis, Ind., in 1866. For 
the last ten years |she lias lived 
between Boston, New York, Lon-} 
don, and Pa-is. Nature gave her 
aphenomem 1 contralto voice with 
a range from the lowest C to C and 
D in alt. SI e sang professionally 
in Boston fcr Beveral years, then 
ill-health p-evented a continuJ 
ance of her career, anil she turned 
' " ' ° her thoughts to the purely literary 
- . ' side of her art. At present she ii 
. livingin Boston,engaged in teach¬ 
ing vocal music. Miss Farqulflji 
_._ is also a musical critic and doei 
much general literary work. It 
Anna Farqujiab. the fall she expects to have heq 
first novel, “A Singer’s Heart,’ 
which deals with musical topics throughout, ouhllshed by Roberts 
Bros. When in London she does some drawing-room singing, and 
regularly contributes to the. Boston Transcript as a'special corre¬ 
spondent, but her health never permits of t iuch excitement in a 
public way. To quote her own words, “ Many teachers have been 
mine, but to me Shakespeare is the great Vocal authority, and I 
count myself his pupil.” 
A question confronting us in serious guise is-^-Doee 
the acquisition of artistic education and taste necessitate 
the loss of the power to enjoy ? 
At one time I believed it was the little learning said 
to be a dangerous thing which was at fault with the 
great majority of listeners, but the fact cannot be denied 
that the musicians who stand foremost in America as 
exponents of their art rarely find anything but critical 
pleasure in the best concerts and cperas to be had. 
Looking over the audiences in Boaton and New York, 
even at the symphony concerts, the musicians to be seen 
are few and far between, and wheD they do go they Bit 
as though on the qui vive for flaws in the performance, 
following the score as though eager to discover some 
technical weakness in the performers. 
This can partially be laid to the technical excesses of 
the day, no doubt—each man anxious for corroboration 
of his own “ method ” or theories at th 3 expense of some 
one else perhaps, 
. But whatever-the cause, the fact remains that musi¬ 
cians nowadays, in the main, care no ; for the tempera- - 
ment of the artist; what they want is Execution and the 
bringing out of the intellectual elements of music. 1 
We may look upon Wagner as a veritable Messiah of 
the emotions, for without him (one is prone to fear): the 
swing of the metronome and performances on the 
clajvier. 
<jfust as a reaction has set in favoring the imagination 
in both literature and the histrionic art we may expect 
soon to hear a cry, in the old-time phraseology, for ‘‘ex¬ 
pression,” technically called temperament. 
Art is fundamentally human and emotional, and can 
only bear scientific habiliments for a short period of 
time without chafing against the confinement. These 
premonitory symptoms of reaction we en evidence not 
long since in the instance of a song recital given by 
several of the best known chamber-concert singers in 
America. A critic devoted a column in his paper next 
day to pointing out the unmerciful sacrifice of tempera¬ 
ment to tone production during that afternoon of de¬ 
lightful song Binging. A year ago that same critic made 
it his object in life to insist upon tone-production regard¬ 
less of interpretation. 
Tobe sure, the masses of people know little and care 
less about the, art of music. What they do want is ” ex- " 
prCssion ” in sounds put to words they can understand, 
and their desires would probably balance for some time 
to borne the general tendency away from the expression 
of emotions. 
Not long since I asked a singing-teacher who has 
lived, sung, and taught in most of the musical centers 
of the world, why he never goes to concerts or to the 
grand opera. “Bah,” he replied, “there is so little 
wo rth hearing. It all bores me I ” 
“ Where do you derive your inspiration for teaching, 
singing, and composing, when you live, year after year, 
without listening to music other than that made by your 
pupils and yourself?” “ Ah I my inspiration comes 
from within ! ” he replied. 
Now where great genius is concerned this state of 
affairs might be reasonable, but in most cases, even after 
years spent in accumulating musical impressions, the 
supply would not meet the demand. Where so much 
thoroughly gc od music is to be heard, the bias 6 attitude 
suggests affectation, and is there any sphere in life 
where such harvests of affectation are reaped' as in the 
realms of art—especially musical art? 
The simplicity of the great mind seems never to find' 
a yogue. j- 
Mr. Emil Pauer, the present conductor of the Bos¬ 
ton Symphony Orchestra, is to be seen at many of the 
good concerts given in Boston, and he listens with the 
utmost simplicity and good will, .applauding .right 
hekrtily when something deserving comes on the pro- 
grlmme. Others of the same caliber could be men¬ 
tioned as exceptions to the rule of shrugging criticism. 
Among thk young amateurs and dilettanti this ten¬ 
dency ceases to be painful and is only amusing. I 
once witnessed a scene apropos between brother and 
sister. The latter was of mediocre voice and talent, 
haying completed only a dozen Or so lessons in singing. 
Said she to her brother, who knew singing, by way of- 
popular opinion^ and was quite unpretentious, “ The 
truth is that Pattji never was a great singer—my teacher 
says so 1 ” 
1“Patti never was a great singer! ” he exclaimed ; 
“ well; if she wasn’t may Task who is?” 1, 
“ I mean iathe sense'of versatility,’^she explained. 
“ She could only do light, flippant partB, while the great 
singer can impart every emotion to mankind,” most 
evidently quo ting her teacher. 
The brother rose with unmitigated disgust on his face 
and in his voice, saying, “Well, do you want to know 
my opinion, '.Miss ? The sooner you stop singing-lessons 
tile better, for anybody who says Patti can’t sing ought 
tci be in a lunatic asylum if she isn’t already 1 ” 
The amateur gets the critical bee-in her bonnet, so to 
speak, much spcmef than she stows away any real musi¬ 
cal learning ip her head. 
To an American, the leniency of the Londoner toward 
poor technic|provided the performer has something to 
tdll and tells "it, itfVemarkable. 
We are not advocating executive laxity in holding Up 
tne English by way of illustration, but we are insisting 
ulpon charity and a balance of perfected mechanism and 
temperabient. 
The celebrated singing-master of London, William 
Shakspeare, whom Gounod pronounced the greaiest or¬ 
chestral pianist of his acquaintance some twenty years 
ago, told me,J last spring, with boyish glee, of what 
Madame Schumann thought of the piano instruction he 
had given his daughter when Miss Shakspeare first went 
to her for lessons. (Shakspeare will play through a 
Wagner operatic score on the piano and fairly mt ke one 
believe the brasses are attached to his instrument; but 
in so doing, he employs tricks repudiated with scorn by 
Frau Schumann.) When the fine old lady first heard 
Miss Shakspeare play, contemplating her in the light of 
a prospective jpupil she cried, “ Mein Gott! whete have 
you studied? jWhere did you get such tricks and flour¬ 
ishes! These ^e will soon stop! 
It remains an open question as to whether the entire 
profession might not learn a thing or two could they 
likewise produce the effect of orchestra on the piano 
when the composition played is Bcored for orchestra, no 
matter if the hands be held in some position contrary 
to pianoforte j tradition and technical laws. Certainly 
we would not recommend this innovation in the execu¬ 
tion of a Bach fugue or a Mendelssohn song without' 
words ; but why omit the effect entirely from piano work 
because there is no precedent for thiB particular way of 
raising or holding the hands ? 
This little illustration is by way of emphasizing the 
danger of conventional extremity in art or anything 
else. No dojubt the critics and most piano players 
would be shocked could they see Paderewski in London 
at the home of his intimate friends, Mr. and Mrn. Kor- 
bay, who, for jinany years, did uncommonly good musi¬ 
cal work in New York. 
There he is at home, and after he has consumed 
enough of his particular brand of cigarettes to ruin the 
constitution of an ordinary man, he will jump up from 
the dinner table and play, play, play—anything— every¬ 
thing, street times, operatic airs—giving vent to every 
phase of a light-hearted, mood. 
Last spring in London, while lunching at this charm¬ 
ing house, Mrs. Korbay told me how, a short time be¬ 
fore, Paderewski sat on and on giving rein to his blithe, 
after dinner mood, when suddenly he jumped up as 
though possessed crying, “Why don’t you send me 
along!, I’m an hour late for the Duchess of --’s 
musical—but those cigarettes come right out at my fin¬ 
ger’s ends.” 
Many pianists of mediocre ability would scoff at the 
idea of extemporizing on a street song as after-dinner 
amusement, but the great master is musically as naive 
as a child when the occasion impels the expression of 
such an emotion, and for that very reason he stands 
where he does in the popular heart. 
What do thq thousands who throng to hear hi n play 
know or appreciate about his marvelous technic V No, 
they have found a piano player who plays with what 
they call “ expression,” and as I say, the. Renaissance 
of demotions being well along in its development he 
stands closer to the understanding of multitudes than 
does D’Albert or other equally great masters of the 
technical and intellectual sides of muBic. 
The popular idea of criticism consists in pickiog out 
flaws and leaving the goed unnoticed—a manner of pro¬ 
cedure which sifted down is most uncritical because one¬ 
sided. True Criticism is the search for truth, good or 
bad, with an absolutely unbiased judgment. 
As with,-human beings, no performance is totally be¬ 
reft of desirable elements, even if one must employ a 
search light occasionally to find them. 
Not long since one of the,great operas was being sung 
by equally great singers, who gave a noble interpretation 
and brilliant execution of the opera. But in the second 
act the prima ‘donna committed a slip of memory palpa¬ 
ble to most of the audience. Afterward her olhsrwise 
excellent performance sank into insignificance iii their 
comments which turned her inside out for that one little 
misstepin musical progression. 
To a great ejxtent this form of criticism is hut eg otism 
wrongly labeled. It is the desire to show off the little 
we ourselves know about the question in hand, in which 
feeling weareiably seconded by many of the professional 
critics of .the day, who show a growing tendency tiward 
.writing a column about the way the other celebrities 
would have played or sung the composition up for criti- 
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ctam ; then finish" with a word or two in disparagement 
of the performance which they are noticing. 
An inexplicable feature of professional criticism is 
the diversity of opinion expressed concerning a giveq 
performance by several critics, all men of mature and 
wide experience, and equally read in the traditions of 
the art and the possibilities of the specific composition. 
This common occurrence would urge one into the be¬ 
lief that we have no standard of artistic perfection, each 
man creating hiB own—a state of affairs coincident with 
the universal individualism of the day, but no more to be 
desired for that reason. - 
Charity and some slight observance of the Golden 
Rule would perhaps (joined to an ever widening knowl¬ 
edge of and sympathy for art among the American 
masses) help us to fairer, more intelligent, and un¬ 
biased criticism. 
SOME ADYIOE TO THE PARENTS OP MIJSIO 
STUDENTS. 
BY MARIE MERRICK. 
Every family should possess as good a piano as pos- an(j to be 
stble. Far more important-is it if you desire good muBic and witheo 
in the home that you should have a piano of sympathe- dg( 
tic tone and fine action than fashionable, expensive fur- flxedlv at 
niture (or clothes. Of inanimate things, musical instru- BUCjj an al 
menta alone seem to be endowed with soul. . , Y 
m. , , . . bent shou 
xney can never .be to.the'sensitive soul merely ingen- Bome ieBa 
ions pieces of mechanism. They are really sentient crea- ;t matter 
tions, differing as widely from one another of the same not ra;Be 
sort as do human beings. Some are sympathetic, re- reachit? 
sponsive ; some apathetic, wooden ; otherB shrill, harsh. pure and 
Pupils feel these varying influences, and are unqu£s- -Never mi 
tionably, although, perchance, unconsciously, affected 
by them. y0urf eyeJ 
, . ment-auffi 
No matter what the talent, the industry, the inlelli- ever yet h 
gence of a student, speedy and effective results cannot ever yet f, 
be achieved with an inferior or antiquated instrument. onjy wjjg) 
All that has been said concerning the q ality of the Leaning c 
musical instrument applies equally to the teacher. Be comfbrtab 
the wise individual who first counts the cost of an enter- and j'ower 
prise, and before you commence the musical education neverthel< 
of your children decide about what you can afford for utter degr 
it. Then expend it all for good teaching. The sub- even angj( 
stantia! foundation laid by a really capable instructor, Q ^jgjj 0f 
in two years or even one, can be afterward satisfactory -dogt gjght 
ily built upon by an intelligent, industrious pupil; -* 
whereas, if the two years are consumed in purposeless, 
probably bad work, the pupil has but little to BhoW, and 
soon loses that little. 
Good musical compositions, as indispensable aids 
to the elevation of musical taste, will,, as a matter of Alkxan 
course, be supplied by the right teacher. of Hensel 
Parents should seek to acquire some knowledge of Henselt 
what is good in music aB well a& in literature ; also of some of hi 
musical history and biography. They should, further- going to ct 
more, try to keep in touch with the ideas and methods mated wa; 
of the leading musicians of the time. They should, waited a 1< 
above all, co operate earnestly with the efforts of the said .that 
teacher to insure painstaking, intelligent practice by the of pbrasii 
pupil. ' heard in h 
The value-of a knowledge of music for the male sex beauty of 
is not sufficiently comprehended. A certain amount of knocked a 
musical study and practice should be insisted upon, for he aBked I 
boys as well as for girls. I would earnestly advise that in. Wher 
each member of a family should acquire some skill upon idea that o 
a different instrument, and that all should be able to had a new 
sing at sight and rightly, use the sirg’ng voice. rest until h 
The variety of music that would then be possible which was 
within the home is obvious. schock ask 
Instrumental and vocal duets, trios, quartettes, himself at 
choruses and various orchestral combinations would be a dtfferenci 
practicable, and are more fraught.with interest to the in the pr^si 
family as a whole than solo performances by one or different fri 
more of its members. of a hearei 
It is quite possible for-persons without previous musi- and the cot 
cal knowledge to acquire much for vocal use, from the had lost its 
rudiments to phrasing and expression, by means of the effect o 
singing societies under able leadership. Mason. 
A great deal can also be gained through amateur or¬ 
chestral practice, under capable direction, but it is im¬ 
possible. to train simultaneously a large number of mu¬ 
sically untrained people to artistic achievement in in¬ 
strumental as in vocal work.—American Art Journal: 
AIM HIGH. 
In muBic, as in all life, always, let your ideal be the 
highest it is possible to conceive, and never allow-your¬ 
self to be contented with anything in any degree less 
than the highest. The moment we begin to lower our 
ideals, that moment do we, whether we will or not, be¬ 
gin to lower also ourselves. But, you say, it is so 
wearying, so useless, straining always after an impracti¬ 
cable, unattainable ideal. Why not be contented with 
something within our reach ; something which can be 
grasped definitely aud retained at will? Yes, I grant 
you, it is wearisome to stand always on tiptoe, with eyes 
and hands uplifted, straining anxiously toward that 
nobleBt, highest ideal, which is always so far above and 
beyond our reach." It is so much easier and more com¬ 
fortable to, lean contentedly againBt our favorite props, 
and to be satisfied with that which comes to hand easily 
and without much effort. 
But doeB not the mere fact of standing tiptoe, gazing 
fixedly at our ideal, bring us nearer it? Are we not, in 
Buch an attitude, nearer to it than when stooping, with 
t s lders and downcast eyes, groping feebly after 
some less worthy but less exacting model ? What does 
it matter if our ideal iB actually unattainable ? Do we 
not raiBe ourselves nearer to it Bimply by striving to 
reachit? And iB not the mere thought of an ideal so 
pure and high that it is unattainable in itself elevating ? 
Nevermind the weariness, the disappointment. Keep 
your eyes fixed on the highest, and -never for one mo¬ 
t s fer them to be withdrawn. No man or woman 
ever yet hid too high an ideal, and no man or woman 
ever yet failed through having too high an ideal. It is 
only when we lose sight of our ideals that we fail. 
Leaning contentedly against our favorite props may be 
comfprtable : but let us beware of sliding down lower 
and lower, imperceptibly at first, but sliding down lower 
nevertheless, till at last we are overwhelmed by our 
utter degradation, and lie groveling in the duBt, without 
even sufficient energy or self respect to give one glance 
orjigh of regret for the ideal of which we have so soon 
ANECDOTE OF HENSELT. 
e der Dreyschock told the following anecdote- 
t, the celebrated Russian composer :— 
used to come every summer to Dresden where 
s wife’s relatives lived. One day Drgyschock 
all upon him heard him playing in a very ani¬ 
y. He seated himself upon the stairs and 
long time for the playing to be thiough. He 
.th in fullness, sweetness of tone, and in beauty 
h ng it surpassed anything that he had ever 
is life, and he was particularly struck with the 
t  f the ideas. At length the playing ceasing he 
nd was warmly welcomed. Full of curiosity 
  Henselt what he had been playing as he came 
i . reupon he answered that it was merely a new 
i  t t ccurred to him. He added that whenever he 
a  a ne  idea he was so delighted that he could not 
r st til e had turned it over in ever possible aspect— 
hich as what he was doing in this ease. Then Drey- 
sc c  asked him to play it for him-. Whereupon seating 
i self at the piano he played it again—but with what 
a iff r e! Such was his nervousness and constraint 
i  t  resence of a listener that the playing was entirely 
different from that which he had done while unconscious 
f a earer. Not only was the'phrasing less finished 
a  t e c nception less intense, but the very tone itself 
had lost its round, full and satisfying quality. ThiB was 
t e effect f constriction’ due to nervousness —William 
s . 
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“ THE TEAOHES’S DILEMMA.” 
EDWIN HOLDER. 
And, let me add again, “ Do not let the people domi- jThen there are the summer schools, some of which 
neer over you and try and dictate to you how you shall offer exceptional advantages for special study. Con- 
teach or what you shall give your scholars, but politely ducted, as some of these are, by experienced teachers of 
inform them that you intend to follow your plan and ex- reputation assisted by a corps of specialists in the several 
The person who has chosen muBic as his life work, 3 
who from early youth has studied hard, spent many < 
hours in practicing, prepared^himself for his work under * 
excellent masters, comes no’w to the time when he him- I 
self wishes to start out in the field to make a name and 
• possibly a fortune. 
He looks around trying to see where there may be a 1 
good opening for him. He finds, say, several places; he < 
chooses whichever one he thinks best; secures a studio ; 
plants his advertisement in the local paper ; and now is < 
ready for business. 
Now comes the rub, that is, to get scholars ; and when 
he has them, try to keep them. He must sO ingratiate 
himself with his pupils and pupils’ parents that they 
will like him, and likewise his work .must also give satis¬ 
faction. / 
Possibly in the same place are several persons who 
• also call themselves music teachers, and who in some 
unaccountable manner-have secured large classes ; but 
of the work they are doing, do not speak about it. 
Let us see how they look upon this new arrival. They .. 
hear that he is a graduate of such and such a school, 
studied under this eminent person ; but if they should 
Tiappen to accidentally meet him on the street they will 
walk stiffly past him, refusing’ to recognize him. They 
will not treat him cordially or invite him to call at their 
studios ; instead of that they will endeavor to run him ,. 
down as much as possible, being afraid that he might 
secure some of their pupils. ] 
I wish to say here : of all the professions, I think in ■ 
music more jealousy exists than in any other profession, 
and much to the detriment of mdsic. If we could only 
destroy this “green eyed monster,” and associate more 
and more with each other, we would be the better for it. 
But now this new arrival at last secures some pupils and 
is doing his’level best with them; everything seems mov¬ 
ing along smoothly; -his.sky iB getting brighter;—when 
suddenly it darkens. A parent of one of his pupils enters 
and commences to have a little talk wiih him. He is 
not exactly satisfied with the progress his child is mak¬ 
ing, he thinks it is time she should Save a piece, she 
should be able to play a tune.. He was tired of heaving 
her working at her exercises , and wanted Bometjhing 
else ; and he further says, “There is Laura J., across the 
road ; before she had taken near as many lessons as my 
daughter Sallie, she played pieces and her father does 
not pay near as much for lessons as I am paying you.” 
The poor teacher has the whole time been trying to 
get in a word or two, trying to explain his method—why 
he is giving her noihing but exercises at present, and 
why giving her pieces at the present time would do her 
^more harm than good ; but his patron has had his say, 
and before leaving him gives him to understand that his 
Sallie must have a piece or else a new teacher.- 
The ‘man departs and the teacher is in a dilemma- If 
, he keeps on with his pupil, Sallie, as he outlined, why, he 
will lose her, and he thinks that at the present time he 
cannot afford to lose her, as her father is rich, pays1 well 
... and promptly, but cannot be convinced that His idea of 
teaching is wrong, entirely wrong. He will argue with 
himself: “If I lose her,.others will say, ‘He failed to 
satisfy Mr. Rich, and I don’t want him for my child,’ ” and 
nine'teachers out of ten will submit and give Sallie the 
pieces, while in their heartB knowing they are doing 
wrong. 
Now this is a wrong move on the part of the teacher. 
If he only had the courage to defend his outlined plan 
with that pupil, and firmly, but politely, inform Mr. Rich 
so, why he would be doing much to elevate the art of 
music in that locality, even if he should lose that pupil 
and for a time suffer a pecuniary loss. 
In a short time the people would see and hear what 
rapid progress his other pupils were making, that the 
¬
plain to them why; and you will soon have a few on 
your side and at last by degrees you will have all—ex¬ 
cept the. jealous music teachers who did just as their 
former patrons wanted, and now hate lost all their 
pupils. 
Have courage to resist the demand of such people to 
change your course, and you will have l.he samp success 
as Gounod had when called to be organist of a certain 
church, where the congregation wanted to tell him 
what style of music he should play. I.e refused to be 
departments, the young teacher will here find a rare op¬ 
portunity for spending a few weeks profitably and most 
enjoyably. After such a season of study and daily asso¬ 
ciation with kindred spirits, all intent upon one purpose 
an'd controlled by one desire, one can again take up the 
year's work with increased confidence and assurance of 
success. Possibly you may have a gift for writing. If 
so, indulge it by giving your experience to the musical 
world through the columns of some of the many excellent 
musical journals. Others beside yourself are hungry for 
dictated to and he won ; and so you will win, and there! i facts and professional testimony; Let the world know 
will be fewer dilemmas. 1 the sources of your inspiration, the advantages you have 
- - ! derived from certain books and methods, the measure 
TOWN TT’RRA'RTPS ! of your success, the difficulties you have encountered 
_’ i and how you surmounted them,—all these and a thousand 
BY thos. TAPPER. 1 m9re thinS8 that'y°ar experience will suggest. 
_ A final suggestion, independent of vacation and to be 
Every teacher of music can, with litt e difficulty, be- { act'pd upon at-once, is that you identify yourself with 
come a public benefactor. Wherever tiere is notown your State^Music Teachers Association. You will get 
library teachers especially should advocate their estab-i much good out of it with but little expense to yourself 
lishment, and sea that a few books aLut music and The recitals and concerts, essays and discussions, social 
twin Tn PvJrv town lihrarv 1 advantages, interchange of ideas, seeing, hearing, and 
TOWN LIBRARIES. 
BY THOS. TAPPER. 
Every teacher of usic can, ith little difficulty, be¬ 
co e a public benefactor. herever tiere is noto n 
library teachers especially should advocate their estab¬ 
lish ent, and sea that a few books about usic and 
musicians have a place therein. In every town library lUUCILiUUO UUIU M H—A «»—»• » M * j i# t 1*1 . - . . 11 i *11 T 
there ought to be a few volumes of this bestcomposi- | acquainted with celebrities, all these will work 
tions—sonatas, songs, oratorip and opera texts reduced 
for piano. The books have an immense amount of in¬ 
spirational value to youDg students. Even if they are 
only looked over and referred to on occasions, they leave 
-their impress; and an acquaintance with them once 
begun is sure to ripen. 
I would suggest that teachers make i; a part of their 
year's work to contribute a few volumes of classic 
music to their town library. Good editions can be had 
for little money, and in ten or twenty years such annual 
contributions amount to a great deal. It shows, first, an 
interest in the public good ; secondly, it seems a beauti¬ 
ful way to make a little return for the manifold educa¬ 
tional advantages which are extended to us from our 
earliest years ; thirdly, it is a simple and valuable way 
. of identifying one’s life work (not necessarily one’s 
self) with the town in which it is carried on. And per¬ 
haps the best thought of all is this: tiat It should be 
done anonymously, 
t 
HOW TO MAKE A VACATION PROFITABLE. 
BY EDWIN MOORE.' 
The season when every one who can clo so is resting, i 
naturally suggests, to a correspondent vacation topics. 
Howto make these few weeks of rest serves double 
purpose, bringing not only strength and vigor to the 
body, but refreshment to the mind as well, is a question 
worthy of consideration ; for the teacher, like; a vessel 
that needs Refilling, must have recourse from time to 
time to the sources of Wisdom in order to prosecute suc¬ 
cessfully his professional' work. Poss bly the young 
teacher to whom this communication is particularly ad¬ 
dressed has already felt the force of this truth. After 
the many months of constant giving do vou not feel the 
necessity for some intellectual nourishment yourself,! a 
more thorough knowledge of your art, a wider acquaint¬ 
ance with authors, composers, and methods, and a 
better judgment based on the experience of others more, 
experienced than yourseli? A busy teacher finds but 
little time for gratifying such desires during the teaching 
season, and it is to Buch a one that the. vacation months 
offer a splendid opportunity for a better equipment for 
effective work. New books on musical :opics, embrac¬ 
ing theory, biography, methods of teaching, etc., invite 
your attention. You cannot afford to neglect these, 
especially if you. expect to keep abreast of the times and 
in touch With the brightest minds in your profession. As 
your pupils advance under your direction you will find 
to your advantage, put yon on a better professional foot- 
ingl and increase your influence and usefulness, The 
writer is aware that some of the suggestions made may 
come too late for immediate benefit, but they will keep 
until next year when, if put to the test, they will be 
found to operate to your profit and advantage. 
MUSIO AND THE BI0Y0LE. 
A young ladv. pupil has just left my room. Lessons 
with her had been rather up-hill work, often only half 
learned, etc. But to-day the prospect Seemed brighter, 
and!, wonder of wonders, no excuse had been trumped up 
by {which the lesson could be missed. The time was 
nearly up, pupil all interest and rapt attention, and 
teacher much encouraged when,—Presto 1 A bicycle 
belli is heard to ring, just outside. All is changed! 
Musical interest replaced by another and stronger in¬ 
terest. Pupil on her feet as though shot, and no amount 
I of persuasion from teacher of any avail. She must 
j leave immediately. Gone in a flash is my young lady ! 
A few seconds more and two bicycles are seen flying- 
by; one with said bell attached, the other of the 
| female persuasion. Thus the bicycle, boy bestridden, 
i affeicteth music I 
l lf,
i t- 
 
. 
music they were playing was excellent, the quality and it necessary to keep informed on all the natters pertain- 
styie of music quite different from the drum-drum style ing to your art.- Bright pupils often ask puzzling ques- 
of the other teachers’ scholars, and public opinion tions and are quick to perceive any supe-ficiality in the 
would react in his favor and by degrees he would receive teacher. It is well to be prepared for such emergencies 
more pupils than he could conveniently teach. and so gave yourself from possible embairassment. 
J THE PEDAL. 
. I|se the pedal whenever you desire tones to continue 
sounding after the fingers have been removed from the 
keys. The pedal can be held down as long as no new 
chord enters. When all the tones sounding belong to 
the same chord, no discord results. As soon as a tone 
is continued into a chord to which it does not belong, a 
dissonance results, which is unmusical. 
E[o not use the pedal in such a manner as to mix two 
tones Of the melody. A melody is supposed to be sung 
by an individual. When two tones of the same melody 
are sounding together it immediately suggests that there 
must be more than one person singing, and that One of 
them must be singing wrong. The most common use of 
the pedal is to hold the bass tone, sounded by the left 
hand, until the chord belonging to it is heard with it. 
To mention another use of the pedal, Schumann and 
other modern writers often use the. pedal to secure 
blending in the treble and bass, and a certain indis¬ 
tinctness—upon much the same principle,as painters 
sometimes smear with the thumb the lines where two 
contrasting colors join,, in order to leave it a little more 
indistinct, as it generally is in nature. 
T|he pedal is also used in melody to prolong tones 
of a melody while intervening matter is being played, 
of the nature of an accompaniment or embellishment. 
—Music. 
[ j Answers to 
THOUGHTS POE THE THOUGHTFUL-II. 
1 When you gave up teaching from house to house 
and required your pupils to come to your studio, did-you 
lose any pupils? 2. And how did it affect your stand¬ 
ing? | 3. Is your studio in a private house or in a pub¬ 
lic block in a|business street? The writer’s name will 
not be published to this, but sblould be signed for the 
information of the editor. Answers will be confid sntial. 
One teacher writes: “ I nejver would teach from 
house to house. It is an undignified, if not even a per¬ 
nicious way pf doing teaching.! My studio is in my 
home, and this iB on a good street, but in'a quiet part 
of the town.” 
Another writes: “When I gave up teaching from 
house to housb I did not lose a single pupil. My Btudio 
is in ;my home, and located on a quiet street, easily 
accessible froin all parts of the town.” 
A. third teacher writes: “ Somej of my patrons objected 
a little at first; but I lost, no pupils. I do not see as the 
change affectejd my claBS in one {way or the other, My 
studio! is in a private residence, but in the heart of the 
city.” . I ' f 
To sum up; experiences of others: Parents do not 
like to send pupils, especially their daughters, to a 
studio located jin a business block in the business part of 
town, but raise no objection when the studio has the 
safeguards connected with a private residence, especially 
when it is a part of the teacher’s home. There is an 
added dignity to a teacher’s reputation who has busi¬ 
ness enough to prevent him or her from wasting time 
by going from {house to house. Well informed patrons 
appreciate the special appliances which teachers Ca n fur¬ 
nish in their Studios, such as the technicon, pnctice 
clavier, works of reference, stock of music at hand from 
which to select a piece exactly adapted to the pupil’s 
needs.—Editor. 
1. How long before graduation do you have a pupil 
begin a piece that is to be played as a graduating p lece ? 
2. How long should a pupil be |Working on a piece he 
expects to play in public, say for a week or twe at a 
time, with as much of jesting the piece between, as 
days of j working on the piece ? j 
My graduating programme is made up out of the past 
work, as I do npt believe in training a pupil up to show 
off on one special occasion. I let; no piece be played in 
[public unless it is well learned,'no matter how long a 
time it takes tojlearn it.—August \Geiger. 
1 I have used the lessons cards sold by Presspr, and re¬ 
quired the pupil to mark down the time practiced each 
day, and offered a prize to the pupil who has the bi st re¬ 
cord forj a steady amount of practicing. Not necessarily: 
to the one practicing the most, as the older pupils can 
spend more time than those which are younger.—M. 
Elizabeth Mayo. 
Never], had a graduate, but have never found any 
pupil ready to play in style, freedom, perfect memory, 
with less than riine months? work.'—V. E B. 
We usually g]tve a graduate thfee months' to prepare 
music. In ensemble playing, six weeks.—S. L. Wolff. 
A year is notj too long to work, it Up perfectly. At 
least three months.—Ed a Hagerty. 
I havejalways found that too much practice on a piece 
just before it is to be played, confuses and tires to such a 
degree that the rendering will not be satisfactory to either 
player or]audience. The mechanism of a piece should 
be well under pontrol long before a public rendition is 
attempted. Unjtil it is, the pianist cannot completely 
abandon himself to the sentiment of the compositicjn in 
hand. Theresa] Carreno, it is said^ played Liszt’s Hun¬ 
garian Rhapsody, No. 6, six yeaps before she would 
attempt it in public. It would appear that in this case 
also the question must largely, if! not entirely, depend 
for its answer upon the pupil.—Maria Merrick'. 
In summing up the answers to this paragraph, experi¬ 
ence goes to ppove the necessity : of a long-contiiued 
study of a pigee ’ The lack of such a long study is the 
principal cause bf the poor and unsatisfactory playing of 
amateur perforiners. When we hear a noted pisnist 
’HE ETUDE. 
play a classic selection it iB the ripened fruit of very many 
years of continual work, with, of course, intermissions 
for letting the brain and hand assimilate the work done. 
One of the most successful teachers of our country con¬ 
nected with a public institution requires his graduates 
to have their graduating programme well in hand from 
fifteen to thirty months before giving it to the public. 
His graduates play like artists, not only from the techni¬ 
cal side, but-give a broad and musician-like conception 
of their composer. And their programmes include music 
of contrasted styles, and the pieces publicly performed 
are but specimens of scores of like things that they have 
in hand, ready to, present with a few days’ special prac¬ 
tice.—Editor. 
1. Every teacher has pupils who like music but dis¬ 
like practice. What devices have you tried in order to 
awaken them to the desire for real study? 2. Whathave 
you done to awaken their interest? 3. What has been 
your most successful means of getting better work out 
of this class of pupils? 
Marked copies of The Etude and books which I have 
them read and give them high ideals, and I spend a part 
of th.e lesson in preaching sermons from my past experi¬ 
ence. I give little musicals occasionally. I never had 
great success from my point- of view, but parents must 
assist the teacher in this, or otherwise it will be a 
failure.— V. E. B. 
I have had a few pupils only who have told me that 
they liked music but disliked to practice. To interest 
them in practicing I gave them melodious studies and 
four-hand playing, besides the scale, and a very little 
quantity of fiDger exercises. I awakened their interest 
|by the four-hand playing, after they got used to this 
[the interest for the other studies commenced to grow, 
land they turned out to be very good pupils —Eliza 
Eothner. , 
I generally succeed reaching my point, by showing to 
them the mental picture on scenes the piece represents. 
It haB always been a.great help to tell of the composer’s 
life, circumstances, and struggles.—August Geiger. 
I begin work on myself; to keep up my own interest 
on that particular scholar, I try to impart my own 
interest, ambition and enthusiasm into him or her. Then 
I find the parlor and public recitals one of the greatest 
helps; a scholar’s pride to do well then will make 
her practice when nothing else will; and afterward, 
some will keep it up with a new interest in music for its 
own sake, born of the former effort to appear well in 
public.—Eliza M. Hilt. 
I show them how bad their playing really sounds until 
it is absolutely correct, then I give them something 
pretty, but hard enough to require work, and make them 
understand that they can have nothing new until that is 
learned well. I rely somewhat on my own personal 
magnetism. I first show them that I appreciate them 
and their personal efforts, and next that I love music 
and can endure nothing mediocre, and then I try by every 
word and look to impart courage, energy, and enthu¬ 
siasm. I have little difficulty with that class of pupils.— 
Bertha S. Chase. 
I use attractive pieces, that is, attractive to the pupil, 
yet not trashy. I appeal to their sense of honor in re¬ 
lation to practice, praise whenever possible, yet have it 
clearly understood that no slovenly work will be toler¬ 
ated, I carefully, explain to them how to practice. 
Sometimes a whole lesson hour may be more profitably 
employed in this way than in any other. This matte'r 
of interesting [children in practice means, sometimes, a 
deal of labor jvith parent as well as with pupil, and se: 
rious efforts to assist in developing the character of the 
latter in order to improve the quality of his piano prac¬ 
tice and playihg. Again must we consider the individ¬ 
ual in employing and varying methods to this end.— 
Marie Merrick. 
In considering the above answers, lit appears that many 
pupils at some time in their musical lives have an attack 
of this mental disease. But when once awakened, this 
kind of a pupil| often becomes one of the beBt. Doubt¬ 
less, playing irimusieales stirs their-pride and ambition. 
They see and bear the success of fellow pupils, and be¬ 
come willing to do the necessary work to earn a similar 
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applause. This better work becomes its own reward, 
showing them that there is a delight in their practice, 
that music Study need not be a task if entered upon with 
interest' and a determination to really learn. One of 
the most fruitful causes of a lack in interest, is infre¬ 
quent lessons, and its invariable accompaniment, irreg¬ 
ular and insufficient practice.—Editor. 
TO AWAKEN ENTHUSIASM. 
BY ljdie a. rivers. 
In the January Etude the’question was asked how to 
interest students who were unwilling and lacking in en¬ 
thusiasm. May I tell a plan of mine that bore good 
fruit ? I once had four^young girls to teach that taxed 
me terribly. Their one desire was for pieces-—presum¬ 
ably to own them, for they never learned, them. It is 
needless to say they bad been sinned against in teach¬ 
ing. They could not read ; they could not count; there 
was no sense of rhythm ;—nothing to give me one ray of 
hope. Fmally I became determined not to be ofitdone by 
a couple or thirty of obdurate children. I ceased to set 
any tasks. Of what use,' when they heartily despised 
practice and lessons? I fairly schemed for the downfall 
of their prejudice and the awakening of musical interest. 
Finally, one pretty summer day I invited all four (their 
ages were from nine to twelve) to make me an afternoon 
call. We had light refreshments and flowers and a 
drive. Music was not mentioned, except that on the 
drive I told them the story of Robert Schumann’s life. 
Especial stress was laid on his poor, lame fingers, and 
his wife’s wonderful playing as a child. At the next 
lesson—which, by the by, I gave them in class for a time 
—we started scrap books with a picture of Schumann, 
and I succeeded in getting up some interest in lifting 
the fourth finger -With the promise of another picture 
to the one who brought the most independent,fourth 
finger the next day (I had made up my mind to 
take them every day for a while) I introduced them to 
Paderewski’s odd head. Children like to do better 
than to think. So on the third day we had some blank 
music paper and a box of colored pencils and a great 
frolic. We wrote some scales ; they were grass-green ; 
and all the sharps were blue and the flats red. Never¬ 
theless, they were pleased. The fourth day I introduced 
a wooden staff, about a yard long, paper, pins, and 
scissors. We cut notes—wholes, halves, quarters, etc.— 
and pinned them to the staff. Each child cut erfopgh 
to fill the bars in the yard. SJie pinned them on as she 
chose and proudly called on the others to play from her 
staff. (Sight reading and time were their greatest bug-- 
bears ) I gave the picture of Joseffy to the one who 
made fewest mistakes. The pictures were small heads 
. cut from old “ Couriers,” but they were excellent to 
paste in scrap-books. For the fifth lesson each child- 
had to bring me a bar in common time. One had four 
proper quarters, eight eights, or sixteen sixteenths, etc. 
The child who was to bring sixteenths brought—two l 
We worked two weeks on our wooden staff and paper 
notes,-then I got them each Landon’s little writii g 
book. Every day I played something suited to their 
crude, childish tastes, and every day we had a little story. 
In a month I had four wide awake children, ready for 
anything I suggested. It was nursing—but the' results 
were charming. One of the four will smile if she sees 
this. She reads the Etude, the “ Courier MuBic,” and 
anything eLe she can find that touches on music. , I 
have found story telling (the life of some composer rifeh 
in incident, the tale of an opera, like “Lohengrin,” 
etc.) the finest and quickest means of rousing interest in 
the young and the crude. It widens the outlook ; it in¬ 
cites to study because others have Btudied. Intelligent 
listening to music itself comes later. A book about 
Beethoven will interest sooner than a book q/"Beethoven. 
After all, there are few things in life pleasanter than 
teaching; for the young love beauty, are quick to obey 
and imitate, and 'Sieir hearts are-easily won. We that 
teach in the byways have to teach Everything—harmony, 
history, sight reading. We lend books, music, periods 
cals. We give extra lessons, and are paid per month 
What some city teachers receive per lesson. Yet the 
work has its fascinations. ‘ . 
13 4= THE E T UD E 
DIVISION OF DIFFICULTIES. 
‘>^XSi BY PREBBRIO p. LAW. 
YoujW'teafliers are apt to imagine that by giving their 
pupils difficult compositions a double purpose is served ; 
that execution is gained and a jnew piece learned ; but 
the general result is that neithe^ point is secured. Each 
composer and each work presents a peculiar combina¬ 
tion of difficulties which is usually troublesome enough 
to master in itself without battling an insufficient 
. technic. 
To gain precision and accuracy, a division of difficul¬ 
ties is absolutely necessary. Each point of technic 
should be taken up separately and illustrated by simple 
exercises without notes, before they are combined in the 
dtude or piece. Students who are insufficiently grounded 
must go through almost the same course as beginning 
pupils. 
The simplest rixercise is to play one key with one 
finger, yet it is riot a particularly easy one to execute 
correctly.- The finger is apt to stiffen at the knuckle 
and the stroke is given by a pash from the arm. To 
avoid this let the forearm be extended on a table and let 
each finger tap any given number of times. To gain on 
the piano the much-desired drojaping from the knuckle, 
let one finger press down a key while the adjacent finger 
is dropped slowly and evenly as often as may be desired. 
This, in its turn, can be sustained and the otherdropped 
in the same bell like cadence, like the striking of a clock. 
The arm, hangs loosely from the shoulder and is sup¬ 
ported oh the stationary finger. When the striking finger 
is downj the weight is felt divided between the two; 
when it is lifted it shifts back to the sustaining finger 
again. When quiet and depth of touch are| fully secured, 
the slow trill follows ; the weight shifts from one to the 
other in orderly fashion and with perfect connection. 
This is the germ of a good t^uch on the piano, and 
wheri acquired in the slow tempo should be accelerated 
by regular degree, through halfjnotes, quarters, eighths, 
triplets, sixteenths, etc. 
The hand divides naturally into two parts, a strong 
part and a Weak part. * The weak part needs strength ; 
the Btrortg part flexibility. Special practice is advisable 
to remedy these defects before they are brought into 
comparison in the Scale, which is the union of several 
difficulties, though hardly as some one puts it—“ The 
difficult^ which includes all o;her difficulties ” To 
strengthen- the weak fingers, EUBtain the hand on the 
thumb, raise the' outer part as high as the forefinger 
knuckle and practice the slow and accelerated trill; 
The hand should not rock, and the outer elevation 
should be steadily maintained. The steady position of 
the hanc is preserved by the two points of support; the 
weight shifts only Icetween the outer fingers. 
The thumb requires no strengthening; the task is to 
subdue its undue strength, and to render it lqpse and 
flexible at the joint. The we.I known exercises pre¬ 
paratory to the scaile answer this purpose, e. g., hold the 
finger on C, play B and D, A and E, G and F, alter¬ 
nately, with the thumb. Then sustain by the thumb and 
pass the fingers over. Also, scales played by the thumb 
and a finger throughout, e. g., 1, 2,1, 3,1,4. The wristis 
m all cases kept loose and follows the course of the 
fiagera or thumb. Arpeggio positions can be treated 
similarly, e. g., sustain G and play the G below and the 
9 above, alternately, te'n or a dozen times by the thumb 
or finger. 
Before going to the scale yet another exercise is 
advisable ; drop all the fingers on the keyB^rest thearm 
quietly on them until its weight is felt squally sustained 
by all Then raise them one at a timefpjbte how the 
weight sustained by that finger is immediately divided 
among the bolding fiugers until it is all Concentrated on 
one finger only, saj> the thumb. Drop the second finger, 
let it shift without a break to that finger, from the second 
nger to the third, etc., and thus go up and down 
through all the fingers in succession. After a drill in 
these elements of the scale, the scale itself will be found 
greatly simplified jn acquirement. For sipging quality 
and depth of touchjplay the scale with two fingers up and 
. owa> L 2,3,3, 4,| etc , shifting fiagers, then endeavor to 
gain the same quality of tone with the regular fingering; 
The finger staccato is best acquired by practice with 
one finger at a time. Play a scale staccato .with the 
same finger for each tone ; the finger itraightens in at¬ 
tacking the key and slips offimmediate yby drawing the 
Surely the engraving, etching, or inexpensive photo¬ 
graph may give us real artistic pleasure, and even the 
coarse colored print on the laborer’s cottage wall marks a 
distinct step forward in refinement over the unadorned 
point towards the palm of the hand. This alternate plaster of its neighbor. As in pictures so in music. 
straightening and curving of the finger gives a most valu¬ 
able practice to dull, heavy, and sluggish fingers. Each 
finger is drilled in this way before scales and five finger 
positions are taken up with the same touch. This.slipj 
ping movement must be confined to the finger ; the arm 
and hand move quietly to the right or left, never back¬ 
ward or forward. For the wriBt stacca o a similar prac-} 
tice is advised. Tap the A key with one finger several 
times, but the finger should not move at its joint; the 
movement comes from the wrist; the hand swings 
loosely as a' flail, like one big finger from the wrist. 
ScaleB can be played up and down with each finger in 
succession before attempting the regub.r fingering witll 
this touch. If the hand possess sufficient extension, 
octaves may also be taken ; otherwise, ihirds and sixths 
are better. 
For forearm practice raise the arm from the elbow ; 
let the hand hang loosely from the wrist, which assumes 
a curved position. Then let the hand drop quietly into 
the lap several times, and let it fall in the same manner 
on the piano, using a triad, e g., E, G, C, a third or 
even a single tone, according to its size and develop¬ 
ment. It should fall by mere dead weight, without 
clutching at the keys ; the wrist remains loose and flex¬ 
ible, the fingerB hang downward and j oint toward the 
keys. Chords and octaves can be used, but only when 
the hand has sufficient extension to sk etch them with¬ 
out effort. This is one of the most useful movements 
of the arm and is applicable to all styles of playing, 
Chord playing with this action can easi y be acquired as 
follows: Play the chord in a slow a peggio, holding 
each finger down ; when all fingers ar^in their proper 
places and grasping the chord, raise them by lifting the 
wrist, and play the solid chord by lowering it, the fin!- 
gers remaining in the same general position. This 
schools the fingers in grasping the various pbsitions o^ 
broken chords which can be taken up immediately. - 
As to the use of the ptedal—that is too large a subject 
to be trea’ed within the limits of this article, Full par¬ 
ticulars of a simple and clear method lor teaching corj- 
rectpedaling can be found in Hans Schmitt’s “Pedals 
of the Pianoforte.” I 
MUSIC TOE THE UNCULTIVATED. f 
BY JULIA B CHAPMAN. i 
One hears much in musical circles and in the columns 
of musical papers of “ Art for Art’s S,ke ” alone, ver¬ 
sus “ Art for Money’s Sake.” The musical enthusiast 
would inculcate a lofty ideal of attainment, and a still 
loftier indifference to' any possible peer niary advantage 
arising from: that attainment. This is quite as it should 
..be. It is impossible to maintain too high a standard of 
excellence in any department of Artsince the higher 
the standard the higher the measure of achievement. 
But truth is many-sided, and it is but a ooor subject tha^ 
presents only one or even two of its s: des to our view. 
Therefore, let me say a word in behalf of “ Art for the 
People’s Sake.” . • j 
It is conceded that the chief purpose of music, as of 
all art, is to give pleasure, and, by means of the keenest 
emotion of which he is capable, to elevate man's nai- 
ture. Young performers are constantly warned to think 
less of their own skillful execution of complex and diffi¬ 
cult passages than of the enjoyment o' their auditors, 
and it is certain that only so far as a composition gives 
us, ourselves, real pleasure can we infrpret it aright. 
Tastes differ, characters differ, capacity for receiving 
pleasure differs in different individuals, and the rarefie'd 
air of the mountain tops of art can be breathed by but 
few of its most ardent votaries. But what of the many 
who have not climbed half way (or ever a quarter of the 
way) up that giddy steep? Shall we drive them back 
into the lowlands because they can go :,o higher ? 
We may not all adorn our walls with .he mapterpuces 
of G drome or Bouguereau, and comparatively few of us 
have ever seen a Raphael or a Murillo Bave through re¬ 
productions. Shall we then have no pictures al’allj? 
ain thrilled by music of a high order; I love the grand 
compositions of the old masters. My neighbor is roust d 
to an ectasy of delight by the strains of a brass band 
playing, perchance, “ Annie Rooney.” I am horrified 
at his taste, but possibly it is sheer selfishness that would 
rob him of the opportunity to hear what suits his capac¬ 
ity for enjoyment. 
A plain man has bought with his savings a “cabinet 
organ ” on which he wishes his daughter to play. I 
know well that her attainment ana his desire will never 
go beyond the “ Gospel Hymns,” and the “Maiden’s 
Ijrayer,” or “ Angel’s Serenade ” fn the instruction book 
that goes with the instrument. Now, shall I be a traitor 
to the great cause of “ Art for Art’s Sake ” if I do not 
rjse up in my might and declare the “ Gospel Hymns ” 
are not ART? You want your (laughter to play such 
things, and doubtless it would be a rest and satisfaction, 
to you after your day’s work—yojur life is rather mon¬ 
otonous anyway; but, inasmuch as your daughter 
cannot appreciate the mysteries of Wagner’s music, and 
does not even know what a fugue is, I will have none of 
her. Take her to some base hirslingwho follows art 
for the money there is in it, and begone. 
A young woman I know is taking music lessons with 
the sincere desire to learn, but her whole life and edu¬ 
cation (or the want of it) have tended to /lower her 
standard of taste in dresB, in literature, in pictures, and, 
of course, in musical matters. ’ She likes lively dance 
music, and “music with a .une ” (pronounced 
Mteune”). I have tried to interest her in melody 
studies of a high order but without success. She still 
siys she “ hates classical and opera'ic music,” meaning 
by those much misused and long-suffering terms, merely 
music that she cannot understand. Now, water cannot 
rise above its source. Why then >hould I try to pump 
it' up to a height that it cannot maintain without my aid, 
so long as the stream "is pure as far as it goes ? Should 
I,not rather strive to lead it along the lower levels of 
melody possible to it, keeping it frhe from the pollution 
of trash, and really weak and foolish compositions ? 
An old man, rich, but- blind and feeble, and rather 
illiterate, had a little daughter, the child of his third 
vjife and of his old sge, to who he desired to give 
every advantage, including music J lessons. I was her 
teacher. The child had no imagination, and not the 
faintest spark of musical ability ; . ind only dogged per¬ 
severance, and the habit Of yielding to her father’s will, 
enabled her to accomplish the stalted amount of daily 
practice. One day the old gentlemaln brought me a copy 
of “ D.xie, with Variations ” that ho had bought of some 
peddler, begging me to teach it to May, because he “ al 
vays had loved ‘Dixie.’” After a prolonged struggle 
with its difficulties, May finally became able to execute 
■the mardal air ; in the wooden fashion pecnliar to her 
aad theri.jthe old man’s joy kney'imo bounds. “ Ah 
that was music I That made his ole blood dance again 1 
Dixie was worth all the fine airs tjhat ever were writ¬ 
ten I.”-—and so he went.on, tramping up and down the 
hall, and putting his head in the do; •: to ask for another 
aid yet another strain of it. Tt wi,b absurd and pathe¬ 
tic too. Dixie is not high art and the weak “ varia¬ 
tions ” robbed it of whatever digrity its warlike asso¬ 
ciations may have invested it with; but surely that deso¬ 
late, blind old man’s delight init was worth more than 
any rigid adherence po a standard of art. 
I am not for a moment advocating any lowering of 
t.iat standard, and I honor those -who would rather 
Btarve than teach anything they felt to be less than the 
best. Trashy music is as pernicious as trashy books, 
we all know, but there are some simple airs that from 
association and long use have become dear to the popu¬ 
lar heart and rouse emotions as deep as the noblest 
strains played by a master hand could evoke. Like the 
cjoarse but graphic picture on the laborer’s cottage 
tyall, they tell their story, and have their place, however 
Simble, in the great, wide realm of Art. Therefore, it 
ems to me that the teacher who, lecognizir g the limi- 
tationof some of his pupils, leads (hem up to the best 
of which they are capable, at the cost sometimes of his 
ojwn tastes and wishes, has made “ Art for the People’s 
Sake ” a possibility, and has added to the sum total of 
happiness in the world. 
LETTERS TO TEACHERS. 
BY "W, S. B. MATHEWS. 
v, little ^0Untry Fown of about thirteen 
hundred inhabitants. I have tlken lessons for ;he last 
four years of quite good teacher! They gave me techni¬ 
cal training (according to Czeriy and dementi and I 
never read of Mason’s until I re id of it in your Journal 
After getting Vol. I. of ‘ Touch and Technic,’ I ound I 
could not derive enough benefit from it, without a living 
teacher, to justify me in continuing it. There ii abso¬ 
lutely no one in the place to wh im I can go for help I 
havfi Rp.vprftl litila _- t _ , . . . " _ have-8everalj pupils whoi 
method by which I was taught 
nearly through with ‘ Clarke’f 
purchased ‘Mathews’ Studies 
and she plays little pieces like 
Schumann apd ‘ Polonaise in E 
Now I want you to recommend ' 
^ C_-1. « . ,,, 
I^am trainingl by the 
I' have one 
Instructor.’ 
vho is 
' have 
in Phrasing,’ B(tok I., 
the ‘ Happy. Farmer ’ of 
" by Lange! quite well. 
I ant you to reco end fne some gorid technical 
studies for her tyhich will not be like Mason’s, b it such 
a.s we can understand —A. 0 C.” 
- It is evident from the letter that the write - of it failed 
at the start jby not reading carefully i what Dr. Mason 
says about his system. He exp :essly says that all parts 
of it are to | be practiced together, or in j connection. 
That is.to. |say, that the daily practice df thi pupil 
should have something of the two-finger principle, some- 
tmng from tlje arpeggio book, aad sonaethirg from the 
scales. Had the teacher bougit all the volumes and 
examined the arpeggios and scales she would have 
found things, whiclp would have been new to h;r, but 
still things which she could perfectly well hive used in 
teaching without other aid than her own goc d wit. 
Meanwhile, the two-finger exercises no doubt vere a 
dbse. But this arises from the fact that her previous 
instruction had had nothing abojut touch and tohe pro¬ 
duction. Th|e directions in Mas m are so full and clear 
that I see no reason why any intelligent person should 
npt be able to play the two-finger exercise in ti e four 
methods there directed withou ; other help than the 
book. If she find it impossible to do this- all at once, 
why, then, 1 jrecommend grading themJ Lelhei begin 
with the clinging touch and do that for awetk, ten 
minutes a day, I should say that any piano placer not 
able to get this.right from the book would be below 
par. - Suppose we leave the arm touched and, go cirectly 
to the hand and finger elastic, playing Exercise No. 2 
according to j the directions in Section 4. Fifteen min¬ 
uses -a day fpr a week ought to give the rudiments of 
this. We now have two ways. Keep them going by 
daily practice. Devote another two weeks to thb devi¬ 
talized. We then have three ways. Then take up the 
arm and wrestle1 with it carefully by the book. The 
directions ar|j so full that it car be done if only the 
student will -first read and then do what the reading 
directs. Then observe the cautions appertaining. At 
last you have it. If a month results injgivin ? you these 
four touches, you have something entirely different from 
anything you had before, and something svhiqi will 
later be of great use to you as a means of tone color 
and of finger training. 
All exercises in Yol. I. of 
“ Tpuch and T^chni|c,” 
nearly all, rest upon these four principles. [Theh, as I 
said before, make a start in the arpeggios. Here it is 
both a question of unfarniliar forms arid- very unfamiliar 
methods of playing. But they are simple, and you have 
only to try them a few days to' find in your c wn f rigers 
the evidences pf their value. 
There is noj system of technical training according to 
Czerny and Cljementi. You have simply played etudes 
by the'se authprs. You might do this in a dozen differ¬ 
ent ways and jnone of. them be very advantageous. ,It 
will all depend on how you practi se them. ! 
Now to come to the question. I should say th it the 
pupils will d6 as well as possible in the “Standard 
Graded Studies,” beginning with whatever grade the 
pnpil is ready for. The material in these collections is 
all of it, musical and pleasing, and is selected from all 
the best booksj of studies. It is far more agreeable to 
teach than anjr entire collection of studies by the same 
author. R&liejf is better than continuous stridy in the 
works of a single author, or for five or ten lessons from 
the same author. 1 
The “Mason1 Technics,” however, cannot wise y be 
dispensed wiih. It is far more productive for the fin- , 
gers,. and has too many relations to musical playing to t 
be omitted with advantage, This is not a case of new - 
exercises, but of new methods of practice. Mason is - 
the first, in-so far as I know, who has brought into J 
elementary playing the principles of touch and of men¬ 
tal direction which underlie the playing of artists; 
whereas the methods you are using have nothing artistic 1 
about them. They are the work of mechanics pure and - 
simple, and while some of the’exercises are well enough 
the methods of practice are too monotonous and unpro- 
uctive. I made this discovery for myself twenty five 
years ago, and have been singing this same song ever 
since. I am glad now that the two men who of all the 
world play the jiiano in the most musical manner, Pad- 
erewfik! and Joseffy,. have both given their testimony to' 
Dr. Mason in such unequivocal terms. It would not 
have surprised me if they had, not; for I know very 
well the mental bias which education gives. I once 
asked that beautiful player, Mme. Carreno, what instruc¬ 
tion book she thought the best. She answered, Bertini, 
and I suppose she would have been much surprised if I 
had told her that her playing was as far as possible be¬ 
yond anything which Bertini could prepare for. The ' 
fact was that she had studied Bertini at the age of six, 
or thereabouts. Later, as pianist, she had developed her 
magnificent style and modern manner, in which the 
arms are freely used, but without noting this as anything 
essentially different from Bertini, but as something 
needed in her status as concert artist. Whereas the 
fact is that a student might aB well learn the rudiments 
of making the piano sound well-and effective early in 
the game as to go on playing like a machine to the end 
of the chapter. Tone-production is the aim and object 
of technic ; after tone-production, then fluency. Then 
variety of passage work. The system you have been at 
work with may possibly give you fluency if you work 
hard enough ; it can never give tone or expression. 
But of all books of studies the “Grades ” will serve 
you best. They will give a better variety of matter for 
practice than you will have elsewhere. 
“Can you tell me the advantage of teaching the 
mixed minor scale? It, is written thus in ‘Mason’s 
loach and Technic.’ Would he give that scale as the 
only minor, or explain and teach harmonic, melodic, 
and mixed ? ’ 
Can you advise me which of Bach’s compositions 
for pipe organ to give after, the easy preludes and fugues ? 
I am familiar with some of the chorals, the little G 
minor fugue and two or three others, but would like 
your opinion in regard to what is best to rithdy in that 
grade.—K. L. B.” 
I think you will find that Mason gives the harmonic 
minor scale in the thirds and sixths. I do not think the 
so-called melodic minor is used; I mean the form de¬ 
scending with a minor seventh. In the velocity runs of 
the double thirds and sixths, or else in the single thirds 
and sixths, Dr. Mason UBes a inajor sixth in ascending 
for greater smoothness. He relied upon the precedent 
afforded by Chopin, who wrote that kind of scale in 
tenths at the close of the G minor Ballade. I remember 
that this question came up and Dr. Mason tried the 
different wa-ys and decided that he liked the sound of 
this way best, and wrote it accordingly. Early, the 
harmonic minor is to be. taught, and the mixed as a 
variation from it for the sake of euphony. You will 
find this distinctly stated in the theoretical directions for 
the scale in the Scales, Vol. II. , of “ Touch and 
Technic.” 
With regard to the Bach works I will try and get Mr. 
Harrison M Wild to give us a few words upon that sub¬ 
ject. My own way out would be to get the Peters’ 
edition of Bach’s organ works, which has them arranged 
in progressive order, and follow that, with skips here 
and there murder to find pleasing material. / 
"""1‘ What must I do in order to play Bach’s Preludes 
and Fugues intelligently ? ”—M. ■ * 
I might make a very short answer and say “Practice 
them intelligently.” Buff this would not cover the 
ground. If you mean how are you to understand the 
Bach compositions, I answer you must study them 
harmonically, contrapuntally, and thematically. That 
is, learn to follow the chord successions underlying the 
progression ; these are there even in the two part inven- 
tions. Chords are implied by the voices. Find out 
what they are and how they sound, then if you like 
you can study the counterpoint, or the flowing manner 
of each voice by itself, and in its relation to the other 
voices. And finally, every such composition is made 
up out of a small number of motives. Find these, and 
race eir treatment as they are carried through differ¬ 
ent chords, given different turns in order to lead to 
something else, etc. If you practice this sort of thing 
for some months, you will eventually master them 
structurally-and incidentally learn a good deal else 
that will be useful. 
As to playing, it is a question of finger fluency and 
melodic quality in both hands equally. Whichever band 
has leading idea, that hand for the moment assumes 
a right hand quality. Thus the discourse is a continual 
give and take between the voices. Then, underneath 
this thematic dialogue, there is always a more general 
idea, a rise and fall of feeling, an inner something 
which, when well brought out, ihe hearer feels as music 
and as expression, whether he attend.consciously to (he 
thematic conduct of the piece or not. This inner some¬ 
thing will make itself felt with yon after studying: them 
as I have mentioned, and in the case of any one piece 
learning it by heart and playing it as music until it 
finally ■« strikes in.” This is a summary of the way 
• “ How long will it take ? ” Oh 1 anywhere from one 
to five years. 
PETTY CHEATING IN MUSIC. 
BY JOHN S. VAN CLEVE. 
On various occasions at the M. T. N. A. and. else¬ 
where I have heard essays read wherein the high priced 
music teacher has been roundly taken to taek fo^- dis¬ 
honesty in not giving the stipulated time to the lesson. 
Such censors of the profession have painfully worked 
out the problem as to just how many pennies the scant- 
measuring teacher had filched from the pocket of his 
pupil. All this is very well ; doubtless there is danger 
that such an abuse may creep in, but suppose we turn 
the tables. How often do pupils impose upon the 
teacher by stretching out the lesson time with cunningly 
contrived questions proposed near the end of the hour, 
by requests for extra lessons (of course gratis) before a 
concert, and the parents by long-winded leejorir'upon 
the marvelous talent of their children Snd upon 
their own irrelevant likes and dislikes. In this, as in 
other financial matters, things go perversely by con¬ 
traries The rich man can cheat you extensively arid 
go to the Senate on the proceeds, the poor man only is 
a thief. So the music teacher who charges and gets six 
dollars an hour and whose time is, therefore, worth ten 
cents a minute can carry it off with a high head and 
dock time with lordly impunity. It is the poor toilers 
who count measures and watch fingers at sevent-" five 
cents an hour that have to receive imposition with 
meekness. I know what I am about to tdl will stagger 
belief, but the depths of human meanness are abysmal. 
At Columbus, Ohio, where I as a boy attendtd the school 
for the blind, there was a lady, blind, of course, a gradu¬ 
ate of that institution, who gave piano lessonB iri the 
city. In one family where she °had two little girls who 
divided the hour between them, the time always seemed 
to her very long, and she discovered that her honest (?) 
patronB had the habit offsetting the clock back from 
twenty to thirty minutes at the beginning of the lesson. 
I heard this story from her own lips. ! 
:—The ideal of to day becomes the real of to-morrow. 
—A young student studying composition by mail sent 
the themes of a proposed sonata to his teacher. He re¬ 
ceived the following reply : “ Dear Pupil: Your themes 
are good. You can go to the Devel-” and fainted before 
he had time to turn the leaf of tie letter over and read 
“opment,” which completed the sentence on the Other 
side. ‘ j 
AFTER GRADUATION-WHAT? 
11Y ROBERT 1). BRAIN E. 
When the last noteB of the commencement programme 
have died away, and the musical student stands, diploma 
in hand, at the threshold of active musical work, he is 
often puzzled to know just how to go to work to win 
his bread from music. If, during his studies at a con¬ 
servatory or under a private instructor, he has given a 
few lessons or .filled a few Engagements, he will, of 
course, have a better idea hoy to begin to build up a 
musical practice. But if he has Btrictly adhered to his 
studies, without bothering his head about bread-winning 
by means of music, he will be at a sad loss to know 
where to turn to get his first pupil or his first concert 
engagement. 
Several courses are open tc him. He may, by good 
luck, secure a position as teacher in the institution 
where he has studied, or in seme similar institution in. 
the same or another city; he may hang out hiB shingle 
as a private teacher ; or he may seek a position as a 
concert soloist. Of the various careers which are open 
to him, that of teaching is the most difficult to become 
established in, and it is with this I will'occupy most of 
• the space of this article. 
If the graduate have extraordinary gifts as an execu¬ 
tive musician, it will be comparatively easy for him. to 
obtain a position in a concert company, or he will be 
. able to secure enough concert engagements to live in 
any of our larger American cities. Teaching is another 
matter, however, and an unknown music teacher ofteh 
finds it extremely difficult to obtain pupils. I would 
advise every young musician, is soon as he has com¬ 
pleted his studies, to obtain, if possible, a position at a 
regular salary, or at a percentage on the lessons he 
gives, in the best music school or conservatory which 
he can. In this way he will get valuable experience as 
a teacher, and he will find that looking at the musical 
profession from the standpoint of a teacher is entirely 
different from looking at it from the standpoint of a 
student. If the institution is a good one, he will have 
intelligent pupils, of good social status, given him to 
teach, and if he have talent aB a teacher, his work will 
show for it, and he will rise in lis profession. But it is 
often very difficult to obtain a position in a really credit¬ 
able institution, and even then a teacher is obliged to 
divide his fees with his employers. If he receives two 
dollars per lesson from the pupil, his employer will, in 
the majority of cases, get one dollar of it and even more 
in the case of teachers who havp had no experience and 
who are anxious to gain some. ! 
_ If °Qr prospective teacher is unable to obtain a posi¬ 
tion in an established school, two courses remain to 
him. Either to start a school of his own or else teach 
privately. As most music students are poor, the idea 
^ of establishing a school is out of the question, as this 
takes considerable capital and the items of expense for 
one. week would probably bankrupt him. Nothing 
therefore remains but to try and organize a private class. 
The next difficulty which besets the aspirant is whether 
to starve it out for a few years in a metropolitan city, 
or to go to some flourishing country town and do musical 
missionary work. - Both courses require great sacrifices. 
, Organizing a private class in a large city is often as 
difficult as to build up a medical or a legal practice. 
All the business goes'to-the established teachers or con¬ 
servatories, and the struggling private teacher trying to 
- bu1‘a ap a claas finda it almost impossible to,do so. 
One frequently sees in the metropolitan dailies adver- 
■ tisements in which graduates of American and foreign 
■conservatories offer to teach as low as fifty cents a 
lesson and even at that wretched price fail to. secure 
enough pupils to keep body and soul together. In a 
arge city it often takes years to build up a really good 
business, m teaching, but when once obtained it is a 
, e.piece of property, and musical practices in the 
arge cities are often sold for comparative large sums, 
niess the prospective teacher is very well known, has 
good abilities as a soloist, so as to keep himself before 
the public, has influential friends, is able to obtain an 
orgamst a position at a good salary, or haB the chance 
ot obtaining a lucrative post as.the director of a vocal 
society, he had better give up the idei of locating in la 
large city, and try a smaller place. In ieed, if many of 
the teachers who are struggling in garri ts in large citieB 
would go to some of the smaller towns they would find 
business better.and life pleasanter. ! 
Choose your town well. Visit the ilace before you 
locate in it, and make diligent inquirie i as to the inter¬ 
est in music, the number of teachers, the State of musi¬ 
cal taste. "■ In many cases towns of ten thousand inhabi¬ 
tants, for instance, in which the populace appreciate 
music and* where there is considerable culture in art of 
all kinds, furnish more business for tl e music teacher . 
than many towns of three times the size. College 
towns, aB a rule, offer a very good field ;o the musician, 
as all students, no matter in what branch, are as a 
general thing interested in music. ' \ 
Having made the choice of a town in which to locate, 
the student may have very little idea hew to go to work 
to get a class in music. Of one thin ; be sure, if you 
sit idly down and expect business to ome to you. and 
not you go to it, you will be sadly disi ppointed. The 
first thing to do is to get acquainted with as many of the 
leading citizens, especially .those who love music, as 
possible. This may be done in a varii ty of ways. A 
good idea is to visit the local papers, intn iducing yourself 
to the city editors, and informing then that you have 
come to locate in their town to eng ige in teaching 
music, and giving them some of the detnils of your past 
life, where yon studied music, the names of your 
teachers, etc. • There are very few papeiB in the smaller 
towns but what will gladly give you a short write up, 
simply as a matter of .news for their readers As soon 
as possible introduce yourself to. the music lovers of the 
town by a concert, with yourself as the central figure, 
assisted by the most prominent local musicians of the 
town whom you can secure to help you. If you do not 
care to assume the financial risk of such a concert, try 
to interest some local society or church in the concert, 
they assuming the risk and you superintending the 
musical portion of the venture. In this way you will 
become at once known to the music lovt rs of the town] 
and, if your playing pleases the people, yen may succeed 
in getting a number of pupils at once. If you have 
already engaged a studio, advertise its location on the 
programme, so that your prospective pa irons will know 
where to find you. If you can play the organ, as well 
as the piano, lose no time in visiting the music com¬ 
mittees of all the churches, to see if there is any organ¬ 
ist’s position vacant. An organist's poEition invariably 
carries a number of pupils with it. 
As soon as you begin to be known, ; ou will receive 
invitations to play at concerts, mnsioales, etc. In order 
to introduce yourself it is often an adva itage to accept 
a limited number of these invitations, b it not so many 
as to make yourself common. A perform er who appears 
at every little Bociable soon loses respec:. If you have 
any abilities as a director, you will gain much prestigb 
and make many valuable acquaintance! if you can ob-' 
tain the directorship of the local society. If there is 
none in the town, organize one yourself. You may be 
able to get something of a salary out if the work,, or 
even if you gave your services gratis fo • a year or two, 
you would find it of great assistance in obtaining pupils. 
If you are able to play the violin you nay be able-to 
pick up a few dollars playing in the loc il orchestra, of 
procuring a position as director of the theater orchestra. 
Any of these positions will stamp you 'at once in the 
eyes of the people as one of the musical authorities of the' 
town, and you will get business in consequence. It is 
an open question among musicians whetl er direct news¬ 
paper advertising pays or not. Many nusicians con¬ 
sider too much advertising as savoring of quackery, and, 
as a general thing, you will find that it is better to 
become known through the work of y >ur pupils and 
through your own work, as a Boloist, dir setor, etc. 
If all these means fail in building up y jur business as 
fast as you would like, you might find it i good plan to 
associate yourself with some local musii ran whose line 
of Work is different from that of yours. If you are a 
pianist, ally yourself to a violinist or a vocal teacher, i 
provided he does not also teach the piano. In this way! 
both might be benefited. Many teachei s, again, makej 
an almost house to house canvass for pu pils, and many j 
classes have been formed in that jway in a short time. 
It is all a question of business ability and tact. I have 
frequently seen enterprising, widejawake musicians go 
into towns and secure in this way classes of twenty-five 
ahd thirty pupils in a month. This line of work, at the 
optset, is a good deal like that of ia book- agent's, but, 
although unpleasant, it is necessary in some cases. The 
main point is work, and hard work. , If you expect to 
bpild up a business, you must use business methods. 
You must not carry your head in thje clouds all the time. 
If you can convince the parents of your prospective 
pupils that you can teach their children better than any¬ 
one else, your success is assured. 
t . If t r  is 
.  a  e 
if t r ,, r 
I There is a way of getting a better or worse tone out 
of a piano—good, bad, or indifferent—according to man¬ 
ner of touch and general treatment. Were it otherwise, 
piano makers would not be so desirous of getting sales¬ 
men who have a “lovely” touch. Moreover, an ex¬ 
pert in the art of touch can show off a piano to advantage 
or to disadvantage, according to the manner of attack¬ 
ing the keys which it is his pleasure to adopt for the 
ti ine being. The instrument is in some slight sense likp 
a human being. It resents a slap in the face, and gives 
forth a discordant sound ; but approach it gently—at the 
SE.me time firmly, if you like—and its friendly reciprocity 
is at once and easily apparent. Illustrations of this 
fact are numerous within my experience, and come 
readily to mind. 
:One instance will suffice as representative of many 
others, and I can vouch for the truth of my story, hav¬ 
ing been personally both an eye and an ear witness. 
Many years ago a concert was given by a choral society 
in! a country town near New York. At the last moment, 
the regular accompanist having been taken suddenly ill, 
it became necessary to call in a substitute. The piano 
which the society was in the habit of using—never a 
first class instrument—had long ago seen its best days. 
Notwithstanding this fact the substitute/ who was not 
without experience in emergencies, treated the instru¬ 
ment tenderly and judiciously and with such effect that 
at^he conclusion of the concert a gentleman well known 
injthe community, whosenmsical taBte and judgment, 
as well as' skill as a violoncello player, were universally 
conceded, approached him with congratulations upon 
having had a new and fine instrument supplied in place 
of the old “rattletrap” which was ordinarily used. 
This gentleman, who had come somewhat late to the 
concert, had taken a seat, in the back part of the hall, 
which was crowded, and had not observed the change 
of pianists until toward the end of the evening. 
A skillful mechanic with a poor set of tools will turn 
oui better work than a bungler wi,th a good set. A good 
piiuist on a poor piano is preferable to a poor pianist 
on a good one, or, to quote the statement of the Evening 
Post, referred to in the beginning of this communica¬ 
tion, “ If Paderewski played on a second-rate piano 
amateurs would still flock to hear him, knowing that 
under his fingers a second-rate piano sounds better and 
mere soulful than a first-class instrument under most 
otljer fingers.”—William Mason, in Musical Courier, 
New York, April 6, 1896. 
--Musicians may realize and should feel that they 
caii best work, for their own aggrandizement and for 
the good of music through organization. Use such as 
exist and create what are needed which do not exiBt. 
Churches are becoming more and more every year great 
educational institutions. In large cities the “Institu¬ 
tional Church ” is establishing a standard which all 
other churches are, to a great extent, copying. In them 
muBic is being" made an implement for getting to the 
public. Musicians should work in them and through 
them for the good of music.—The Vocalist. 
The men who rejoice in their celebrity are simple- 
tonp; the men who are proud of their geniuB are fools. 
—Dumas. 
Questions anfl ^tnswei[s. 
SfwriteThinmTlted t0 se^d T for depart- 
Interest will not receiv^attentfon.] Q “ that have no general 
c- B. H -The time signature is the same as an arithmet cal frac- 
tmn ami l>as its numerator (upper figu e) aDd denominater (lower 
ngurej. The upper figure designates the number of counts and beats 
in a measure; the lower figure shows he value of each beat. 2-2 
would thus show;that two half notes, or equivalent thereof, would be 
in each measure.; If quarter notes occur two of them must t e played 
counT* °0UDt: iD Hke Pi?ner four fights would be given to a 
S- ■?L—The spying of orchestral paits is usually done by some 
member of the orchestra. The pay is about eight to ten cents per 
page. The requ sites are accuracy, spi ed, ability to deci iher the 
composer s roughly made manuscript (it this a practical knowledge 
of the various instruments is a great aid), and legibility in music 
writing. A knowledge of transposition Is frequently necesiary. 
IJ. E K.—There is no conceivable mailner of voice production that 
has not Its advocates, even when it is oPf osed to all known p rysiolog- 
lca laws. The following answers are based upon some of ike latest 
and most authoritative opinions 
It is a physiological impossibility to brlatbe through the n ise while 
singing without raising the base of the t mgue against the soft palate 
so as to completely cut off the possibilitl of the air passing in or out 
through the mouth and therefore completely stopping the pioduction 
of any sound. | 
The breath should be inhaled quickly, with the upper part of the 
chest raised, and exhaled as slowly as possible. 
A thin, shrill voice may be softened by making the pupi practice 
softly on the open vowels-nfi-imi-oo-not dwelling too Ion ; on any 
one of them, keeping carefully within ti e limits in which the sounds 
may e produced- with the muscles of the vocal apparatus relaxed, 
the mouth well opened, and the tongw lying on the floor of the 
mouth. Dr. Holbrook Curtis, one of the leading authority on voice 
culture, recommends the practice of the vowel sounds givi n above 
preceded by the consonant M, t.hus-maA-manwiioo-the object being 
to avoid what is known as the “shock of the glottis,” a manner of 
voice production uhat produces many evil results. 
A. H. B.—For a book on vocal culture, giving information on rudi¬ 
mentary study, also suitable for blackbcard work, we would recom- 
mend “ Seventy Lessons in Voice Training,” by Alfred Arthur. . 
Retail price, 50 cents. . 
C. H. R. O.—Difficult passages with advanced pupils are learned 
best one hand at a time, and it is often bast for a beginner to . read 
a new piece that yay when the time difficulties are in one hand and 
not by note.valueB, which find their diificult relations between the 
two hands. The best teachers, when they have a pupil who is some¬ 
what advanced but with a poor technic, require about two-thirds of 
e pupil’s practice on technical work at first; but settle down to 
about one-third technic and two-thirds Etudes and pieces, reviews, 
memorizing, etc. < | 
MU. F. A.—I; sometimes have a pupil leern only theeasy movements 
of a piece, especially of sonafas. Is this fair to the best interests of 
art? Yes, if your pupil would have played the remainder of the 
piece poorly. It is often the case with iood arrangement/of opera 
melodies, lhat some of the movements arle less interesting, <j>r are too 
difficult for the pupil, and there can be nc good common-sense reason 
why parts should;not he omitted, provided those which are played 
go together Bmoothly and pleasantly. 
F. L. S.—l.The music which is published in The Etude covers 
considerable ground. We aim to satisfy those of classical tistes and 
at the same time have something for thi beginner and tliose who 
eaiie the more popular. Just how far w; carry out our aim we can¬ 
not tel!, We hope we do not miss the mark very far. Hundreds of 
teachers give these selections to their puj ils to study. 
2, Letters can b'e addressed to W. S. B. Mathews, Auditorium, 
Chicago, Ill., and John S. Van Cleve, 4 5 Elm Street, Cincinnati, 
Ohio. ; 
3. A pupil who has completed Landor’s “ Piano Method ” in an 
average way wouldlhardly be ready for Czerny’s h Etude of Velocity,” 
Book I I would [prefer giving someth ing more simple, possibly 
Czerny 636, Djuvernoy 120, or some of Mathews’ Graded Course. 
A. L. W.—1. Sttidents who have maitered the Chopin Otudes 
ought to be prepared to derive all the technical [work they; require 
in the composition qf such classic masters i s Beethoven, Mendelssohn,' 
Chopin, Schumanp, and modern composers like Rubinstein, Mosz- 
kowski, etc. • 
Excerpts from sonatas, concertos, etc., comprising single move¬ 
ments can be used to great advantage as at udies—in fact, many of our 
advanced teachers jise compositions in this way in preferohee to so 
many studies. j ! 
I can recommend, however, some excellent studies: Charles 
Mayer, Op. 119 (Litjolfl'Ed.); j. Nowakowjki, Op. 25; Mosch des/Op. 
3o; Henselt, Op. 2 and 5; Winding (Aug.|, Op. 18; Moszkowski, Op. 
24 ; Scharwenka, oji. 27 ; Saipt Saens, Op. 52. E. A. MacDowell and 
E. R. Kroeger have also written some, highly interesting virtuoso 
studies, which I recommend as being us :ful as well as technically 
useful. 
u Any one of the following pieces wculd ans(ver your purpose: 
, Valse Caprice,” Op. 12, No. l.Sliinicko “ Hark, Hark, the Lark,” 
Schubert-LiBzt; “ jVieuiawski,”—1st Velse de Concert; “Valse 
Caprice,” Rubinstein; “Tannhauser March,” Liszt. S. 
G. T.-By practicing sight reading ah hour each day you can 
easily acquire facility. Commence, however, with very easy sona- 
tlna^ueh as Dussek, dementi, Kuhlau. Take the L/„ very 
slowly and one which you can carry through to the end; never mind 
t any mistakes you may make; never stop for them, but proceed 
l h-n°rtUgf the end' If y0U °an Carry °ut same plan in four- 
L d .P‘ayiDg you wil> al8° it of great assistance, using very easy 
1 sonatinas until greater facility is acquired. J 
L. G. I our pupil evidently depends too much upon your assistance 
- and presence, or-else becomes careless when you are not at hand to 
r enforce his strict attention. The only way to overcome the difficulty 
i is gradually by.assigning him easy tasks, to develop his confidence. 
J may be that you "quire too much of him. While he is playing 
; ! “lghl,b0 wel1 t0 ’<**> hie aide for very short intervals, which may 
1 be lengthened as bis confidence is acquired. In doing this, how- 
i ever, see that his atlention.is not distracted, 
2 This not uncommon fa'ult of looking at the hands can be easllv 
o .... ,,ome y giving the pupil very easy pieces or exercises to read at 
- w . ’ ‘ p!an’ Proereesivcly pursued, will soon eradicate the bad 
habit referred to. 
5 ' . k- 
1 H; B',S,—1, Leybach, while he can hardly be considered a classical 
. writer, has written many melodious and excellent teaching pieces, 
which are useful in making a transition from popular to the more 
class,ca school. His Fifth Nocturne is a fair example of his style. 
; An Mode for wrist technic, “ Diabolique,” is very good, as is also 
■ a Ballade, Op. 19. Most of his operatic transcriptions are fast going 
; out of use and becoming old-fashioned and obsolete. 
The sign— indicates that the note over, which it is placed is to 
, be struck with a firm touch and held its full.value of time. 
: The sign . indicates the same style of touch, with the difference 
; tljat the note is not held its full length of time. It might be con- 
i sidered an accented semi-stacCato. 
, Borealis.-Your idea of the Diabelli duet practice with your 
pupil is a^gopd one, and I advise its continuance. Try some of Joseph 
Low’s easy duets published in Litolff Edition and later the Kuhlau 
sonatinas, which latter furnish excellent practice and stimulate the 
, pupil’a musieal taste. Gurlitt, Op. 178 (Litolff Edition) would also be 
u8ePul Por your present use. For your second pupil I would recom- 
- mend Wilson G. Smith’s “ Eight Measure Studies ” as being the best 
for just-the purpose. I know of no technical exercise where the de¬ 
velopment of the fingers can be more speedily accomplished. 
W-—1- Tt has been generally conceded that to women belong 
the greater powers of imitation, and for this reason they have ex¬ 
celled as pianists rather than creative artists. Women as pianiBts 
have attained the highest technical proficiency,and,as interpretative 
artistB, have excelled in refinement and delicacy of treatment rather 
than in.virility of conception*and breadth of style. 
Among great women pianists niay be mentioned: Ingeborg von 
Brousart, Teresa Carenno, Fanny Davies, Annette Estipoff, Ciotilde 
Kleeberg, Marie Krebs,AnnaMehlig, iBehoff,Sophie Mentor, Martha 
Remmert, Clara Schumann, Marie Wieck, Agnes Zimmermann ; and 
to this list of European celebrities may be added Julie Rive-King’ Aus- 
der Ohe, and Fannie Bloomfield-Zeisler, who are to be accounted 
among the beat of living pianiats. 
I regret that I am unable to mention any woman who attained 
celebrity as an organist. * • 
Camilla Urso is probably the most prominent living violiniste.— 
W G. S.' 
W. F. R. 1. An excellent preparatory exercise to prevent rigidity 
of the wrist is to elevate the bands slightly above the keyboard and 
allow them to fall o"f their own weight limp upon thekeyB_ Try this 
* UDt'* y°u acquire thia habit of devitalizing the muscles, and then, 
maintaining the same flexibility, practice exercises combining a 
loose wrist and finger action. For this work I can recommend noth¬ 
ing belter than Wilson G. Smith a “ Eight MeaBurefStudies,” which 
• are adapted for the style of practice required ; Mason's '■ Touch and 
Technic,” Vol. IY, and Selected Octave Studies,” by PresBer. 
2. In octave playing the WristB should be elevated in playing the 
black keys and depressed when the white keys are used. This alter¬ 
nate elevation aud depression of the wrists is a special feature of the 
Kullak method and prevents rigidity of the wrists and consequent 
fatigue. 
3. Wrist action, free and flexible, is quite as important as finger , 
agility. In practice it is well to play all exercises with both a light 
finger tough and a combined wrist-and-finger staccato. 1 
4. The old-fashioned idea of raising the fingers high from the key- ^ 
board (except in case of beginners) ia now almost extinct. The fin- t 
gers should be kept as Dear the keys as possible, .free from any ] 
cramped position of the hard, and glide from key to key, the tone 
being produced by a pressure stroke from the knuckles and second 1 
joint of the fingers. In legato it is of course necessary to hold the ^ 
key down till the succeeding tone is produced. The fingers should be t 
kept perfectly still except the one producing the tone. 8 
B. S. F.—1. The metronome marks, as indicated by Czerny, can ^ 
rarely be realized in the playiDg of pupils. 
If the pupils play the studies as fast as their technic permits in a 
clean and comprehensive style, they will have gained about all that is 
possible for the time being, until, perhaps, a later review of the study, 
when their technical proficiency will doubtless admit of a faster e 
tempo. The general rule which applies to most studies ia—play as a 
fast as possible within the capacity of the player.” Teachers should j; 
always insist upon slow practice, allowing the pupil an occasional test ? 
in a quicker tempo. 
2. The metronome indications of the tempo of a composition should ^ 
generally be accepted as the character of its performance, and any jl 
player, whether public or private, should feel the importance of giv- tj 
ing the composer's or the editor’s idea of tempo the preference to 
any uncertain conception he may have of the composition, 
3. In the most authentic editions of Bach’s “ Well-Tempered Cla- a 
vier ” the C-minor ifugue closes in 0 major.—W. G. S. O 
0-0 l 
NEW PUBLICATIONS. 
J N"ork.0rk“ i"P°rted by Ch“- New 
1 Sl°RJ°F BRITISE MUS,C- tawtfcw, 
, E Ka“ MtJSIC- R F. U**. 
: S IS “a. 
I OHOPtN SOREATEa WORKS. J„, 0, 
These works, while written by the best miubi] 
authorities, do not appeal especially tb the American 
’ fwh1Ca h Pub.llCs excePt perhaps to the specialist • 
1 ?llhoug^. is surprising what an amount of general 
[ information can be gathered from them. The price of 
the works will be somewhat against their popularity 
one °n„9hoP'n 8 work8 appeals more directly to the 
readers of Ihe Etude. It is written by the greatest 
! Trr° J T- ,b°PW’ aDd *° the Ch°Pin 8l“dent ft would prove moBt interesting reading. 
RTK)SSARRRf n °,F A MUSICIAN-S v|cA- 
aoJS ABROAD. Louis C. Elson. Theo. Pkes- 
ber, Phila. Price $1 50. 
Mr. Elson, who is widely, known for his original re¬ 
searches in musical history, haB in this volume set down 
in connected form, some ot the observations and ex¬ 
periences of a number of European trips taken in the 
pursuit of his investigations. 
The variety of well-written, interesting bookB on 
musical matters—at least in English—is a common 
subject of remark, possibly for ihe reaBon that the exact- 
ing demands of “ Frau Mnsika ’’ preclude the possibilitv 
of worshiping at the shrine of the literary muse. It ib 
therefore, with peculiar pleasure that we call the atten¬ 
tion of readers of T?e Etude to Mr. Elson’s reminis¬ 
cences. 
Mr. Elson is one of the fortunate few in whom the 
musical and literary gifts are combined,—always genial 
and witty, with a keen relish for the humorous aspect of 
things, finding food lor mirth even in the discern parts 
of out-of-the-way regions where a traveler is a rariiy. 
The reader feelB all the time that a European trip in 
such company would be an ideal one. 
Bat Mr. Elson is before all else a musician, and his 
book is filled with keen musician-like observations on 
every phase of the art, from a Bayreuth festival to the 
music of a “Tivoli Garden.” Of especial value to 
intending musical pilgrims to Europe to study the art 
is Chapter XVI, in which Mr. Elson discusses, without 
a shadow of prejudice, the relative merits of different art 
centers, mingled with judicious advice that it would be 
well for all such students to take seriously to heart. 
In chatty, informal style Mr. ElBon relates his conver¬ 
sations with the foremost musicians of the present time, 
such men aB Gade, R. Franz Svendsen, and a host of 
others whose names are household words. 
The reader, for amusement only, will here find an 
entertainment comparable to that furnished by Mos- 
cheles in hiB charming “Recollections;” while the 
musician will find, in addition, a storehouse of informa¬ 
tion and comment on his art, such as could only come 
from the ripe experience of one who is “facile prin^ 
ceps” among the musical historians and critics of 
America.—H. A Clarke. 
GAL1N PAR1S-CHEVE METHOD Easy, Popular 
Sight-Singing Method, by John Zobanaky. Price- 
$1 00. Theo. Presser, Phila. 
We are in receipt of this work by Mr. John Zobanaky 
on the elements of the Cheve System of teaching vocal 
music; the simplicity and thoroughness of this system 
have been tested by many yearB of use, and it has won 
he approval of some of the foremost musicians in 
Europe. Mr. Zobanaky has been very successful in 
introducing this system to the Philadelphia public, and 
his work will prove of great value not only to those who 
have already made acquaintance with the system, but to 
all who are interested in investigating the latest I and 
best methods of teaching music in our public schools. 
From the Philadelphia Ledger we clip the following : 
“The merits of the Cheve System, which has stood 
the test of years and has been adopted by several for¬ 
eign governments, need no amplification. Successful 
s the system has been abroad, with government help, 
it has won its way almost as steadily in this country 
within the past few years, and largely through, the inde¬ 
fatigable efforts of Professor Zobanaky. Having en¬ 
oyed the advantage in his boyhood of personal instruc¬ 
tion by -Cheve, he is well fitted to' expound the merits of 
the system, and this he has done not less successfully as 
author than as teacher, as all who may procure a copy 
of hiB work will agree.” 
MENTAL BACKBONE. 
BY A. A. EMERY. 
( 
The playertometimes lacks what may be called mental 
backbone ; the will power is sluggish, the batteries of 
his motive-nerve telegraph run low, and his playing is 
consequently dead. A determination to exert one’s 
forces in a given direction is an indispensable prerequi¬ 
site to every artistic performance. In the absence of 
confidence and of actual determination, the teacher of 
piano-forte playing—yes, the teacher of every known 
branch of study—may find the reason why so few/stu¬ 
dents reach even mediocrity, much less marked success. 
For the lack of confidence the teacher is too often re¬ 
sponsible. In teaching there is such, a fault possible aB 
“zeal without knowledge.” When a pupil is harassed 
by correction of every fault that comes under the notice 
of an indiscreet teacher, the mind becomes so strained 
that some of its ordinary functions are temporarily Bus- 
pended, and any long continuance of this nnwise course, 
by causing habitual anticipation of correction at every 
point, destroys all confidence, knd with it all continuity 
of thought or of playing. i 
Upon recently asking a lady what she played when in 
company,' she replied : “ Nothing. I used to play a 
good deal, and pretty well, too|, I think, but I took les¬ 
sons of a teacher who stopped me at every mistake, and 
he got me so into the habit of stopping that now I can t 
play a single piece.” A wiser course, and one more 
certain to produce accurate playing, would have been to 
allow the lady to keep on till Bhe reached a cadence, 
when she could have stopped and gone back to play the 
d.ffieult parts repeatedly until they should become auto¬ 
matically easy, so to speak. It was said of a certain 
geheral that his ideas of military proprieties were such 
that if he found a soldier lacking a pair of Bhoes he 
would stop the entire army to have those Bhoes made. 
Are not some of our teachers cpen to a like criticism ? 
Another and equally detrimental interference of the 
mind with execution is the general uneasiness, anxiety, 
whatever we choose to call it, occasioned by a teacher’s 
impatience or irritability. In one instance, that of a 
young lady who was herself a teacher, I found, espe¬ 
cially in her right forearm, a degree of tension for which 
it seemed difficult to account, until a chance remark told 
me how ill at ease she usually had felt with her former 
teacher'* who was excessively nervouB and demonstra¬ 
tive. This needless cause being removed, the arm rap¬ 
idly assumed a more nearly normal tension, thus reduc¬ 
ing the fatigue of. playing and bringing within her 
execution certain technic before regarded as impossible. 
Since cerebral and muscular tension beyond a certain 
degree are mutually reactive and harmful, it should be a 
teacher’s care that too much of each is avoided; while 
too little causes the characterless playing that iB simply 
unendurable. Study, either too intense or too long 
continued, often creates a cerebral tension that renders 
inoperative the usual laws of mental effort. The only 
remedy for this is either reBt or an entire change in the 
character of one’s work ; the latter by withdrawing the 
mind from certain perplexities, often producing better 
results than the former. Hence the desirability, in pre¬ 
paring for a concert, of allowing reasonable periods of 
rest to interrupt a too continuous preparation of the 
programme, the rest itself accomplishing certain results 
beyond the attainment- of persistent work. 
VACATION OR VEXATION. 
, ‘ BY JOHN H. GDTTERSON. 
V? 
Toe problem just now staring the average music 
teacher in the face is, What shall be done through the 
long, beautiful months of July and August? If your 
plans are all made and you are ready to shake the dust 
from your feet and eDjoy a neight or ten weeks’ absolute 
and well-earned rest, there is no further use for you to 
follow this story. But there are stacks of us who cannot 
afford to rest for two months. I had almost said rust 
for two months, and with that suggestive word, rust, for 
a theme, let me plunge head-first into my sermon. 
My pupils’ recital Whs May 19lh. N it a wind up, b!p 
any means. Some of the children ret re from the field 
for a while, and what is the consequen ;e ? Ten to one 
they are the children over whom I have labored moEt 
faithfully, and who need the most carsful overseeing; 
and the certainty of the state of relap te in which they 
will return in the fall produces almost a state of collapse 
in me, and is more wearing than the lext six weeks? 
work with those who remain. 
Instead of a vacation I would have every child come 
to me three times a week, for the first year, if I could 
have my way. For, by actual experience, the scholars 
who Bhow the most progress are those who are most 
often with me, and musical ability and actual practice 
will not make the difference. The mi sic teacher is tl 
sort of storage battery, and the scholars come to be ret 
charged. I don’t say that I prefer teach: ng through July 
and August to taking a trip to Europe ! But as I musl 
begin work again in the fall whatever I do this sum! 
mer, I go at ,my summer work strong ii. the conviction 
that I am doing myself and them good. Because, they 
are out of school,,the lessons can all be given in thei 
cool of the morning, and the parents will be sure to 
keep them practicing—to keep them on of mischief. 
But why don’t I rail at school vacatio is? Bless your 
heart, a child can t get sick of arithnetic when he 
spends his money for candy, nor of geography while he 
climbs hills and sails boats, and green Epples and other 
forbidden fruit will keep the laws of'j hilology well in 
his memory While as to music, one hour a day,! 
shrunken at both ends, like all-wool flai nel, and left ofl[ 
all together with the first warm day (like any other 
flannels), when can we make musicians of these chil¬ 
dren at this rate ? 
I hail with delight the child or adul, who comes to; 
me with mind fully made up to know s jmething about; 
music, and this can't be done unless the -e is good, unin-1 
terrupted work of more than ten monthf in the year. 
One child said, as she went on her vacation, “ I wilt 
practice this summer 1” But my he irt sank in my! 
bosom, for I know what kind of practice she does when 
she expects me once in a week, and can imagine what 
she is doing now. So here I am hard at work,, with 
almost as many as I had all winter. Nc storms prevent 
lessons, and no colds in the head disable the fingers; 
and the parents are glad to have me take the responsi¬ 
bility of one hour, even, a week. 
I use a lighter vein of work with the e dults than with 
the children, but make the same effor s to have good 
results ; and though the New England cc ast is beautiful, 
and her hills and valleys fair and cool, yet I am doing 
satisfactory work, and Bhall go to my little season of 
rest with more money in my pocket, End without the 
awful dread'of work to be done over e gain in the fall, 
and with the feeling that the children ar s interested, the 
parents pleased, and that I am aiding in routing that 
champion provider “ of mischief for idle hands.” 
HINTS TO STUDENT! 
by c. w. LANDON. - 
Rhythm is the life and soul of music. 
Melody, harmony, and rhythm are all essential in the 
making of music. 
Count out time as conscientiously as ; ou would count 
out money. 
Half-way work brings half way result !. 
You must practice : then earn the contentment of 
practicing well. 
Do you dislike practice ? Learn to p lay your lessons 
well and you will eDjoy it. 
Don’t dilly dally, but do honest work. Then your 
teacher and friends can approve. 
Listen to your playing and make your fingers sing 
what you feel. 
“ There is no excellence without labcr.”—Proverb. 
If learned wrong, it must be unlearned, and then 
learned again. 
Poor practice is worse than none, dr it fixes bad 
habits. 
Inaccurate reading, lifeless practice, and bad habits 
prevent advancement. 
t  i  , y Do not let yourself belong to the worthless multitude 
of poor players. 
a ? e  t  e Good music and a good instrument should not be dis- 
e la re  o t grkced by poor practice. 
f l rs i  ; Inattention to the teacher’s instruction is a pupil’s 
s worst foe. 
state f collapsp [Always feel within you the rhythm of a piece, 
t si s’ pon’t guess regarding a note, but think it out and 
knlow all about it. 
Sit at the instrument easily, gracefully, and in repose. 
[The greater your interest, the shorter the hours. 
Play it wrong a few times and you can scarcely get it 
correct. 
. T° plaJ an easy piece well is better music than to play 
a hard piece badly. 
Interest and pleasure in your practice will advance 
you rapidly.' 
Are you discouraged? Know, then, that hard work 
will cure you. 
To rest contented with the good leaves no place for 
the best. 
J Any life that is worth living must be a struggle.”— 
Bean Stanley. 
, Art is so long, and wasted time,so abundant.” 
A mistake may be an accident, but to repeat it is a 
blunder. , 
}Ve cannot end right, unless we start right. 
It never yet hurt anyone to study their very best. 
Not trying to do right is as bad as doing wrong. 
If you avoid a duty, you miss a triumph over your 
wo|rst foe—yourself. 
There is but one correct way. Almost right is wholly 
wrong. , ' , 
“As thy days may demand, shall thy strength ever 
be.?’ ' 
‘ The hardest gained is the best retained.”—Proverb. 
Memorize some favorite passage daily. 
Memorizing improves one’s musical talent and per¬ 
formance. 
Many hard passages are often easiest learned by mem¬ 
orizing them. 
The pleasure given friends by our good playing is a 
sweet reward. 
Music is more than lines and notes, and playing is 
mojre than finger gymnastics. 
“Screw your courage up to the sticking-plaee and 
we’ll not fail.”—Shakespeare. 
“Never allow your wits to be out wool gathering ” 
when practicing. 
You are playing that piece no better than you play its 
harpest passage. 
Read somewhat in advance of your playing for correct 
time, fingering, and notes. 
Read by pulses (counts), groups, and motives, rather 
than by single notes. 
Ijo not use the pedals for-a footstool; they require 
care and skill. 
Master that hard passage before it masters you. 
Win or die, but win first. 
A dozen notes well played are better than a thousand 
badly done. 
- Good practice makes good players, and fine players 
are appreciated. 
Is there a difficult passage ? Conquer it that you may 
enjoy the victory. ! 
“| Evil is wrought by want of thought as well as want 
of heart.” 
Lazily shirk a difficulty now and it will lead to others 
insurmountable. 
To shirk a difficult task destroys self-respect. 
I ifficulties overcome, increase moral and spiritual 
strength. ■'!'** 
1 ixcuses in place of practice never learned a lesson. 
. 'Sour teacher desires good lessons, not plausible 
In order to play any piece without a merely mechani¬ 
cal skill, we must imagine the scene or idea suggested 
by the music, and then, as far as pc ssible, describe it in 
our playing, that it may be felt and understood. If you 
try |po do this you will, by entering into the spirit of the 
music, lose a great deal of that nervousness that so 
many experience in playing before a number of people, 
and. which it is well, by, constant practice, to try to 
overcome.—Duffee. 
THOUGHTS—SUGGESTIONSt-ADVIOE, 
PRACTICAL POINTS BY EMINENT ITEAOHERsI 
Accents. 
There is a beautiful poem by Heine, in which he tells 
how he was writing the name ol his beloved “Agnes” 
into the sand of the beach with a stick, and low the 
treacherous billows came to the shore and we shed it 
away ; then he soars up ingigartic yearning anc wishes 
he could pluck the tallest fir tree out of some Norse 
forest, dip it into the crater of Mount JEtna, and write 
with this cyclopean pen in flaming letters upon the dome 
of the heavens: “Agnes!” What Idimensiois, you 
might say in awed admiration; but' still the fir tree 
pen, the crater inkstand, and tie vast iwriting-tablet are 
aB nothing compared with the size of those letters in 
which I should, like to write all over musical creation 
the word : “A-CCE-N-T!” ! 
If a musical [thought seems i.bstruse, exaggerate the 
accentuation ajlittle, and it will clear lup ; if a run will 
not get smooth, exaggerate the accents, and you will 
find that the fingering was not practical, or that the run 
was lncc)rrectly| timed ; if one hind has to play rhythms 
different! from the other, settle the points of meeting by 
exaggerating the accents, an I you will catch the 
“ swing [’ in both hands. Accent I accent! 1 accent! ! ! 
Music without accent is no music, it is a mere noise, 
rather definitely pitched, but of an irritating monotony. 
Many people-, untutored in music, who say that they 
hate Beethoven and love Sousa, arrive at this opinion 
because they perhaps have ne,rer heard the works of 
Beethoven as well played as those of Sousa. Why? Be¬ 
cause it is easier to give strong uccentsm Sousa’n music 
than in Beethoven’s. - ■ 
Accent must be ! While listening to music we uncon¬ 
sciously arrange our breathing, the action of the heart, 
the pulse, like a metronome; and the easier tl is pro¬ 
cess of igetting ourselves into the right wrindes is 
made to |ub, the better we feel, and the more we like the 
music. [This process depends entirely upon accents; 
and5no matter how delicate they may be, they must re¬ 
main perceptible, and the mors we exaggerate them, 
while practicing, the quicker wo overcome all c ifficul¬ 
ties. Accent is the life-pulse cf music!—Constantin 
v. Sternberg. ! 
* ! • ' ° * 
I ***•*■ 
THE etude. 
one may givj the number of seconds by a watch if not 
the possessor of a metronome. 
But there is another factor in the case, which is not 
always sufficiently emphasized, by teachers. Suppose 
in a scale each note has eight moments, or points of 
time. The [notion or finger stroke is done in one 
moment, then there are seven moments of rest: this 
means that the finger haB absolutely nothing to do but 
wait motionless for the next stroke. This is in reality 
the great secret of slow practice. If the finger, instead 
ot remaining motionless, starts off at once in search of 
its key, it generally arrives too soon, and so the pupil is 
unable to play, slowly-^ if it wavers or wriggles about 
whenit shou d be waiting, it gives an uncertain stroke 
w en t e time comes, and thus the tones are uneven ; if 
it makes a dbuble motion, as many fingers do, it makeB 
so many wasted motions, and rapid playing is hindered 
by these unnecessary motions. 
A passage with seven moments of complete rest be¬ 
tween the fineer motions may be played eight times as 
ast, z. e., as fast as the finger strokes, and be clear 
and crisp, bebapse there are no wasted or unnecessary 
motions to interfere. 
Some chiljiren have an Objection to counting, and 
evade it when they can ; so tell them to hold their fin¬ 
gers still between the finger strokes while they repeat., 
Seven hundred‘horsemen drawn up in battle array.” 
They will think this very funny, and doit with great glee ; 
but your object is accomplished, for they can hardly 
Bay this in less than three seconds. 
Slow praetjee is to be recommended, but it is not a 
success unles^ it combines these two elements—rest and 
quick Btroke.i—Madame A. Putin. 
Perseverance in Practice. 
Most students reckon their practice by the time de¬ 
voted to Jit. If [they read the biographies of gre it per¬ 
formers tlhey wij.1 see that this is not the mode of p :actice 
of such great mbn and women of perseverance. They 
play difficult passages several hundred or thousand times, 
if necesst.ry. TJhe manager of Ifaderewski notice d this 
method cf practice of the wonderful virtuoso, and on 
one occasion thought he would count how many times 
the peerl ass performer deemed it necessary to practice, 
a certain run. The manager ha[d. counted two hundred 
and fifty times, and Paderewski still kept on! What 
does this teach the young student? Go at your practice 
with a purpose. Practice little portions of a p ece at 
one sitting. Begin by playing: one portion over ten 
times sic wly and carefully. If; you-cannot master it 
after that then play it twenty times; if twenty times has 
not conquered it, then forty times; and thus keep on 
doubling the number -tillyou have thoroughly learntd 
one little portion. Take a slip of paper and a pencil, 
and marl: down every time you have played cor scien- 
tiously thit one particular spot of 2, 4, or 8 measures. 
Concentration and perseverance are necessary to make 
progress.—C. W. Grimm. 
„ * * 
* * Si¬ 
ll: Slow Practice. 
Much is saijl about “ slow practice,” but many 
teachers no not seem to realize that pupils only have a 
vague idea of what the teacher mbans by “ slow.” The 
slowest rste of speed the student Jwould think of taking 
would probably lj,e much faster than the teacher’3 idea 
of “ slow ; ” therefore, to give a clear, definite idea to 
the pupil, the rate of speed must be measured, and 
nothing dies this, better than a metronome ; alt]lough 
Practical Orchestration. 
Far too lit le interest is, as a rule, taken by pianists 
and Bingers it) the violin, the cello, the flute, the clari¬ 
onet, the cornet, the French horn. Attention is probably 
given, especially by college boys and girls, to the sickly 
guitar and the absurd baDjo No one should object to a 
little of this. 
“A little nonsense now and then 
Is relished by the best of men.” 
But with the other instruments the case is different. 
They require for successful playing a deal of earnest 
study, and few attempt them except for professional 
work in orchestras and bandB. Yet for every composer 
and music teacher, male or female, a sufficient acquaint 
ance with them to locate their tone colors, their scales, 
their compasB, their moBt available keyB, their most ef¬ 
fective styles of passage work, and how to blend and con¬ 
trast different instruments, is of real value. It broadens 
one’s musical conceptions, makes him more catholic in 
his judgments and generous in his sympathies, and 
greatly extends hiB musical horizon. The student of 
piano or of Binging is liable to become one sided and 
narrow. The piano is mono-chromajic, notwithstanding 
its harmonic capabilities. The voice is more pliable, 
more able to express tone color, yet its study is gener¬ 
ally narrowing. In the organ we have, indeed, a vari¬ 
ety of tone' color. Thus we find draw-stops labeled 
flute, oboe, clarionet, cello, etc. They are, to be sure, 
poor imitations of the genuine instruments of the same 
names. Yet it matters not. They have individual char¬ 
acteristics of their own, so that the organist is ever in a 
way studying orchestration. Yet the average organist 
settles down into contented use of about three combina¬ 
tions of stops, representing respectively piano, mezzo- 
forte, fortissimo. Even for him acquaintance with the 
genuine orchestral effects is a help and a stimulus. 
But in a town or small city there is probably no or¬ 
chestra, its nearest approach being a poor brass band, 
and this probably abandoned to coarse-grained Germans, 
or even to negroes, and its most ambitious effort being 
a wheezy delivery of the latest popular melody. Here, 
then, is a field for your efforts. Have some young men 
with musical ears undertake the instruments. Have a 
good conductor engaged. Or better still, start an1 ama¬ 
teur orchestra. It will interest, instruct, and elevate 
all the young people and keep them out of mischief. 
For a text-bopk there is as yet nothing better than Ber- 
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Hoz’s ‘instrumentation.” If you are Optical as to the 
possibilities of a brass band, take a day ox a week off 
i,his summer, come to Manhattan Beach, now included 
m the limits of the Greater New York, hear the famous 
band of John Philip Sousa, made up of brass and reeds, 
and go home, refreshed by the sea breezes and a firm 
believer in the doctrine of Evolution -Smite N Pen- 
Nothing Gained Without Struggle. 
We are slow to perceive that gain is the legitimate 
result of struggle. No one can have watched the com¬ 
ing and going of students for very long and have failed 
to observe what a disproportion there usually is between 
“ ,r hope apd their work. It is so easy and so faici- 
nating to entertain the ideal, the dream of the unattain¬ 
able, and withal it is so hard to face the truth and tell 
ourselves that we get something ont of the ideal odD by 
persistent personal labor at it. It i8 the actual being, 
doing, and suffering that add anything unto ns. It is 
quite the same with one talent as with five ; having one 
talent we must work untiringly, for we want to add an¬ 
other to it; having five we must likewise work untir 
ingly, for we want to keep what we have ; besides, they 
are a great responsibility, and it must not be found of us 
that our heritage was lost.—Thos. Tapper. 
WHAT AN ARTIST ADVISES ABOUT WAYS 
OF PRACTICING, 
BY FANNY BLOOMFIELD ZIE8LER. 
All difficult, parts of a composition should be prac¬ 
ticed separately, spending the most time on those which 
are the most difficult, of course. 
It iB well to play from the technical aide first, but not 
to become tied to this plan, for one must be able to give 
a musical and expressional performance of a piece 
sometimes at first sight. This, of course, to some easy 
piece, and this applies to the great majority of teachers. 
Very slow practice is essential. Perhaps do one pas- 
sage ten times, then try it at its right tempo, and if it 
does not go correct with ease, try it ten or a hundred 
times more, going slow enough to make every note of it 
certainly correct in all points. After the first reading, 
give an outline expression, or a careful use of the best 
touch. Above all, play with brainal A good touch 
must always be used,, and as soon as the mere technical 
difficulty is-mastered, variety of touch should be applied. 
However, the staccato touch can be used at the first 
reading if the passage is one of some length. 1 
After the piece goes well and is memorized, drop it 
for a few weeks and let it ripen, then take it np again, 
giving it a careful finish, and use the varieties of touch 
best adapted to bring ont its content; in short, bring it 
up to the best that there is in you. 
It is an economy of time to have more than one im¬ 
portant piece in hand, practicing quite a time on one, 
and then rest your ears and brain by doing good work 
on another, alternating them, even at the same,sitting. 
It is more of a rest 'When the two pieces ai*e quite unlike. 
Do not sit two hours at a time, and it is useless to prac¬ 
tice over four hours a day. If yon need eight or ten 
hours a day, you will neyer be an artist; perhaps a pian¬ 
ist, surely never an artist. 
—When Brahms first saw little Paula Szalitz he took 
her on^his knee and stroking her hair asked, “ Shall I 
tell you a fairy tale?” 
“Yes,” was her reply. 
He told her one, while with wide-open eyes she hung 
on the master’s Words. 
“ Do you understand it? ” he Said. 
“ Yes, I understood it.” 
“ Do you quite understand it, understand.it with your 
heart? Then'sit down at the piano and tell me what 
you heard.” 
She did-so, and with her poor little hands touched 
the keys and told the tale, and while she was translating 
into tones the tale the great man had related, tears 
coursed down his cheeks and he laid his hand in biefeB- 
ing on her head. ' 
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PUBLISHER'S NOTES. 
We have purchased the right and title to publish the 
work by Louis C. Elson entitled “ Euro aean Reminis¬ 
cences." A description of it will be found under New 
Publications in another part of the jourml. The work 
was published to be sold by subscription and has not 
been sold in any other way up ;o the present time. It 
contains 300 pages, large size, and is one of the most 
charmingly written books in all musical literature. It 
also contains 17 illustrations. It is just the kind of liter¬ 
ature a musician wants for summer reading, and is the 
next-beat thing to going abroad one’s selfJ The work is 
not excl isively musical; it is Europe seen through the 
eyes of a musician. ' The fol owing are some of the 
topics b jspoken in' the work :— 
Sketch cf the Leipsic Conservatory. 
Interview with Jadassohn. 
An Evetiing with Reinecke. 
A Germlm Kneipej 
Gade and' the Danish State Conservatory. 
An Intel view with Svendsen. 
Summer Music in tjhe Far North. 
Two chapters on Bayreuth ; or e on Vienna which tells 
all about the Gypsy-Hungariah Music. 
Zither Music in the Alps. 1 : 
An Interview with jMassenet. 
The Grand Opera At Paris. 
Music on the Grand Canal at Venice. 
A description of the musical advantages and disadvan¬ 
tages of the diffej-ent European capitals. 
. It will be seen from this list of subjects that all 
countries in Europe have been visited. The work has 
been thoroughly revised by thej author, and brought up 
to date, i The new edition will be ready for delivery, 
some time in June. We would like to see every music 
lover read this book during ths coming summer, and 
in order to bring it within the reach of all we will make' 
a special price on it for the month of June. The former 
price of the' book was $3.50 ; we will make the special 
price for June 75 cents, postage paid. We hope to 
receive hundreds of orders for this most delightful 
book. We have been, searching for something out of 
the ordinary for summer reading for musicians, and are 
confident that what-we offer will more than please our 
readers. 
Those who have good standing accounts with us can 
have the book charged tp their regular monthly account. 
The boqk will not be sent on approval at the special 
price, i 
* * 
* * * 
' I ■ . ‘ . 
The two-step “ Up to Date," by Adam Geibel, is 
destined to become one of the most popular of pieces of 
this class. The piano solo is already in the third edi¬ 
tion. The piece has also been arranged for four hands 
and for full orchestra. 
Our attention has been called to the fact that among 
the many names and addresses of teachers of Mason’s 
“ Touch and Technic," which we have published in The 
. Etude from time to time, none are from Duluth, Minn., 
and our correspondent, a music teacher of Duluth, sug¬ 
gests that some efficient teacher of the system hold a 
short summer course in that city, thinking that if tui¬ 
tion is put at a reasonable figure it would prove a suc¬ 
cess. We take pleasure in submitting the suggestion to 
oiir readers. f 
„ * * 
At this time of the year catalogues of colleges and 
. conservatories are reprinted. We would suggest a re¬ 
vision of the musieal course. In many, cases these 
courses are not adhered to stric ,ly, but it is well to have 
only , works of unquestionable authority represented. 
The day is gone by for Bertini’s instruction. Richard¬ 
son is equally antiquated ; Czerny and Kohler are fast 
dyi.«g out. For the most advanced work on technic 
the volumes of “ Touch and Technic," of Dr. William 
Mason, cannot longer- be igr ored. The work has 
taken the place of Plaidy, and we would urgently 
advise it as a part of the cur nciflum bf study in the 
musical departments ofvour colleges. Many have al¬ 
ready made the change. Another work which should 
be similarly recognized is ‘‘'Standard Graded Course.of 
Studies for the Pianoforte,” in ten grades, by W. S. B. 
Mathews. The studies contain the bast of all writers 
of piano btudes. They will be kept up to date. As new 
and better studies appear; they will be engrafted into this 
course, and those studies will be elimii ated that are not 
required. In this way the work will ah rays be abreast of 
the times. In reprinting your circular! for next season, 
consider the adoption of these two imp ortant works. 
* * ’ ■ 
* * * 
We do not believe in stagnation among n[usic pupils 
during the summer—much of the good w ork of the teacher 
and pupil during winter is utterly waste 1 by idleness dur¬ 
ing our long summers. We have two ai tides;in the issue 
bearing directly on this point. One of ;he best things to 
keep alive the musical interest during summer is The 
Etude, with its good new music. This plan has been 
tried repeatedly, with great success. IE you have prom¬ 
ising pupils, wkose musical interest yo i must keep alive 
during the hot weather, give thbm Ti e Etude to read 
and to play. A considerable deduction is made for this 
purpose ; 26 cents will pay the jSubsc ription for three I 
summer months. Surely there is not a pupil of any 
promise that will miss this chance. I ; means that the 
pupil will return in the fall with increa ied interest. 
- "Sr ■5r . 
* .* * 
During the summer months we will continue to send 
our new music to any who. wish. The-e are many who 
teach more in summer than in winter. To this class 
such an arrangement would be welcome. The number 
of new pieces each month is about tei. This arrange¬ 
ment begins with June and ends in September. 
To those teachers who go to a 
summer, or have leisure time, we 
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„ * * 
* .* * 
We are ever on the lookout for ei 
articles in the music line for the o 
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„ * * 
* * * 
We have just issued a new edition o 
Album.” It is entirely revised. The 
issued, contained the best we had in 
is seven years ago, and in that time 
many good sonatinas to our catalogue 
contained in the new edition. The pri 
reduced to the profession and trade, 
new form will make many new friends 
our “ Sonatina 
book, when first 
that line. This 
we have added 
. These are all 
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* * 
* * * 
The Gyastile is a small device or ma 
the hands of musicians by scientific me 
only six ounces, can be carried in the h 
the pocket. List of exercises goes wit 
It is so small and inexpensive that evt 
have one, every child, and all -older m 
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Arrange with the management of your school to have 
the profits on music sales turned toward building up a 
musical library for your pupils. Several schools are 
doyig this, and it soon furnishes a good musical library. 
YOjU can give a concert once eaci year for, the same 
worthy purpose, and this idea succsssfully appeals, you 
will find, to the generosity of your community. 
.* * 
* * * 
I- 
(Jet the public reading rooms Of your town to keep 
The Etude on their reading tables. Why not furnish it 
yourself to the reading room of your Y, M. G. A. 7 
„ * * 
* * * 
Send ten cents for sample copy of Diploma, printed 
by us. It is lithographed on fine parchment paper, 
and is so worded as to be suitable fcr any branch of 
edueation, or for schools, or for private teachers. 
. „ * * 
* * * 
We. publish a superior collectioi 
music books exclusively for the R 
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* * * 
|Most painstaking care is being taken to put in onl] 
exceptionally fine pieces in Landoa’s new “ Method foi 
ti e Piano.” Another feature which will be duly appreci 
al;ed by both pupil and teacher is that even the teehnici 
are pleasing music. The_underlying pedagogical ideal 
